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mystic rose gathering
rajneesh enters 

everything becomes still
sitting in silence with closed eyes

soft music playing
 the music builds into a rhythm 

rajneesh gets up and we all move into dance
dance dance dance …higher and higher to a peak…peaked crescendo

stop 
the music stops 
everything stops

we sit still in deep total silence

this is our first meeting
it takes time and a loving silent space  
to create oneness 
a pool of energy
it takes time…

this is love 
this is an inner sharing of silence…of dance…of laughter 
being together slowly slowly we all melt and become one 
this inner experience is not of words or knowledge
but of an inner heartbeat reaching out to you

and the moment you become silent 
in certain unexpected moments
something will trigger and will reach you
or you will reach me 
no walls…no separation and that is the mystery

a mystic is not here to teach you anything 
i am not here to teach you anything
you already know it 
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so welcome each one of you for taking time to come here 
to an ordinary innocent being
and perhaps through my simplicity something may transpire
i know it has not been easy to create this journey 
so i am grateful to mahapath to nico to alfredo 
to the parents of mahapath and deoraj
each one of you has showered so much of your love 
i am very grateful 

i am so grateful that i have decided 
to come every year to mexico
now you will have to get rid of me !
the moment i arrived here i could feel 
there is an ancient soul in mexico
just waiting for a revolution
for something to trigger to wake up

here people have known it 
so i have not come here to teach you anything 
please…
you are a great race with a great soul  
so i am not going to teach you anything 
i will dance with you…i will give each one of you a hug 
and before i leave mexico i will take more from you 
than you can take from me
thank you again mahapath nico alfredo parents…thank you 

just give me a little time 
i am very slow half the time i am sleeping
because there is nothing i am going to do
than to share this restfulness
this deep stillness

in fact in mexico you are all ancient souls
you all know it 
i am just here to trigger a certain experience
it has happened to me
it is an innocent and easy simple message 
that you can absorb
that is what we are going to do…or not do
in the next few days of this journey

dance…celebrate…fall into the silence…disappear 
see who you are in your silence…in your dance…in your love
you are here to experience your own inner being
i am just an excuse 
slowly you will understand
that i am not doing anything special
but showing you how to come back to your ordinariness
how to fall back into your stillness and innocence
that is the most i can do for you 
to share with you my simplicity and my innocence
there is nothing special and it is very easy

before i continue i wish to say…
i am very grateful to each one of you who has made it here
personally i want to thank you for having come here 
to spend time for your inner journey
it is so rare these days to find people 
who are searching for their inner being
they are so lost in their outer world…in the traffic of the world
that they have completely forgotten that they are living
the moment they get to know they are living is when they die 
suddenly they realize…my god i was living 
and i missed a beautiful opportunity
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you can provoke me…i will enjoy
it is not a one way street
i am a disciple too 
i am a disciple of existence
i am a disciple of my master osho
and now i am beginning to learn that i am a disciple of my friends too

i have learned so much from the people i am sharing with
because each person is so unique
how much can i know ?
i have known myself
but i cannot know you 
you are your own individual
each time i am learning from you 
that experience…that understanding helps me to share 
with more different people

i have never stopped learning 
you are teaching me how to express myself in different ways
and last two years i have learnt so much
before that i was in the mountains…just sitting silently
i was not able to share or express in words

our great master osho was speaking 
slowly slowly for over twenty five years
the greatest master of masters
who taught him but those who were seeking ? 
those who were thirsty and hungry for the truth
they created the master…
then his compassion came towards you… 
but without you there is no master 

you can ask me anything or say anything
once you are comfortable we can spend one month together
otherwise you are going to be in misery

let it enter deep within
this stillness will fulfil you
it is real food for the soul
pure stillness
as easy as that
you will understand slowly slowly

anybody has any question or wish to say something ?

remember…i am very easy 
you can come to me anytime
anytime you wish to come to me…just come
i am here for you 
so do not feel any barrier…any boundary
i am a very simple and available human being
i never prevent anybody from meeting me anytime
and i like to live like this

so please no more barriers
be comfortable with me
i like you to be comfortable 
that is more important 
than enlightenment and all these meditations
you need to be comfortable with me
so please…
be comfortable…i am just your friend
ok ? much better…it is easier for me also
that is why i hide in my room
they say hello…namaste…
i am just an ordinary person and very easy going

if somebody does not like something just tell me 
i do not like this 
no problem i will listen and enjoy 
i provoke and i enjoy being provoked too
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your gratitude spread out to the stars
it will fill you and that is the reward 
welcome…welcome…
your presence here will trigger each one of us
each person here is one with everybody
we are not separate from each other
existence needs your love
and the more you will express it
the more you will share it 
the more it will flow through you
if you remain closed 
existence will become separate from you
it cannot pour through you

in the next few days you will see what i am saying 
you will feel it for yourself
and the less i will say the more you will understand
i accept your love with deep gratitude
thank you ma bhakti

it is good that you came
there was fear 
you went beyond the fear and you came here
it is good that fear was there too
because love is going to dissolve you
love is a great fear
people are afraid of love
because the moment you love 
your boundaries…your separation opens for a moment
and anything can come towards you

this is buddhas way…acceptance…openness…love
whatsoever comes…let it come 
as long as you open the doors in the name of love 

we are going to travel throughout mexico
enjoy the beauty of this beautiful nation
with new friends…it is such a celebration
and something will happen
the moment you are celebrating in ecstasy and dance 
and you are enjoying togetherness
something will transpire in each one of you 
and that is why we are here
so any question ?
i am going to keep quiet

question     i feel gratitude… ( the woman bows in namaste )

you see how much i receive ?
it is priceless
it is beyond anything
in the east we bow in gratitude
in the west they think it is weakness

it needs immense courage…tremendous wisdom
a deep insight and a big heart to feel gratitude
gratitude shows you have a living heart
and without a heart and without love you are not human

i bow to you
to your strength that you can bow and can be grateful
just this gratefulness
not towards me…towards existence itself
the moment you are grateful
your heart opens and the sky enters
even existence is willing to thank you
at least we can be grateful
to the birds and the trees and the flowers
and this beautiful nature and this whole living energy that is giving us life
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it is like a dream
can you feel it
a deep relaxation
restfulness and the sky opens
simple…

while i am sleeping i am with you
so do not think i am sleeping
i am with you while i am sleeping
this creates a psychic mystical energy field
this soft trance like energy is very sensitive 
you have to learn to absorb
it is soft like feathers
you see…like feathers…so soft…
the moment you understand this sensitive silence
it will start pouring into you 

question     whenever i go in i feel a certain restlessness 
and i fight with it…how can i be still without 
having to fight ?

from the outside it looks like stillness
you can observe me 
i walk slowly…i move slowly 
but this stillness is not passive
this is one of the misunderstandings 
of people who walk on the inner journey

you have been on the path of vipassana
that brought you a passive stillness
i am not in favour of passive stillness
you will not be comfortable with it
it will be a kind of deadness and the mind will become stronger

whatsoever comes…we will see
that is the way of the seeker of truth
never close your heart to love

i am grateful that you have come from far away
you are within my heart…

anybody wants to ask something ?
 
how about moksha ? how are you doing ? 
i heard he is troubling all the women here
that is good
women love trouble and moksha is good trouble 
this is part of the game
today i heard that whenever you see three women 
they are all sitting around ravi 
if i see three women i know ravi is sitting there
i have heard that if all women are moving
moksha is behind them
so now you know that they are balancing

i am sleeping in my room but i get all the news !
i am not sleeping…i am hiding
my whole life i have been sleeping sixteen hours to eighteen hours
i do not like to move my body unnecessarily
only because i have to come here i will get up
then i go back to bed and i go to sleep

my whole work is sleeping
the more i rest the more that restful energy will come to you
it is like a trance
this energy is missing in the world
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osho has spoken for twenty years
six hundred books !
but this pool of energy
this stillness
is not in the books

you are there i am here
in this moments of stillness we both disappear 
so my whole effort is to be open with you…
available…easy
and it will trigger 
you will suddenly feel it
you will know it because it is already within you
you just need a reminder
you have forgotten about it

enough of this seriousness 
now let us dance and enjoy

what are we experimenting here every evening ? 
we are sitting silently…
slowly slowly we are raising the energy to a peak
and when we come to the very peak…everything becomes silent
we bring it down…we bring it down…
we let it settle and we connect it to the deepest stillness inside
that stillness is qualitatively different

i work with vipassana 
but my vipassana is totally different 
from what you have experienced before
you will get a taste of what am i saying
there are two stillnesses within you
the peak stillness and the depth stillness 
you need to connect the peak to the depth
this inner vertical tube…herenow

we have created different meditation methods 
to give you the peak experience
to deepen this experience and how to connect to it
it is very easy…effortless
it will take few days of unlearning 
few days of experimenting 
it does not need knowledge
just sincerity and a deep thirst 
and you just experience it
yes ?

you will see that all the meditations that you are doing
have a single focus…the vertical stop
and that is you…the vertical stop is you…
the rest is mind and movement…crisscross 
the vertical is you 
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question     will the world come to an end in 2012 as the mayan 
calendar predicts or what will happen ?

 
we are mystics…we do not care
we are coming to a new world 
they keep speaking about two thousand twelve
what is going to happen ? 

this is what is going to happen
the old world will collapse 
and the mystics will celebrate
a new world is coming…a new way of life
new values…a new humanity
that is what is coming now

we have turned the cycle 
we are coming to a new generation of wisdom
to the enlightened age
it is time for the new man to descend on this earth
hundreds of the buddhas are going to appear 
suddenly they will awaken 
and the new world of the heart…of new values will appear

that is going to be two thousand twelve
it may take a few more years
i am not fixed on the numbers 
but the new cycle has began
it is a beginning of a new age
where the messages of people like osho and buddha and krishna 
and christ and mahavir will be heard and understood
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telling them…i am sacrificing my life for you…i am working for you
i am sacrificing everything because of you
how can a child celebrate ?
the whole life the child is drilled
that you are not good enough
you have to work harder…you have to struggle
the parents say…look at me…i am struggling for you
and here you are enjoying your life for no reason !

all children are condemned by their parents
for laughing…for giggling…for dancing…for just having a party 
and the parents tell them…do you think life is just a party ?
i go to the office the whole day
your mama is struggling the whole day to bring you up
become responsible…go to school…study hard…come first in class 
achieve something…prove to the world that you are my children ! 
do not be a loser…

this is the mantra of the parent
these are the criminals
these are the parasites in the society training you to fight
to judge your neighbour…
to be better than your fellow friends…
all the poor children in the school are fighting with each other
competition begins at home

dance will be the new business !
so while you are on this tour…just dance totally
we are going to go dancing to the year two thousand twelve 
whatever happens…we are dancing…we are prepared
when two thousand twelve comes we will be just dancing !

question     i am following my responsibilities not necessarily as society
sees them but as i see them…how to go on the spiritual 
search and still take care of my three children…

you have no children
they are not yours
you do not even have yourself 
how you can have three children ?
you have another child within you 
which you have not yet known
how you can have three more children ?

and why do you feel that you are responsible towards your children ?
they may have their own future 
they all carry their own future within them
and the greatest crime this world has known are parents
they are the greatest criminals !
parents are the greatest criminals…
anybody who is a parent is a criminal
because they think that they are the parents
first be a parent to your own inner being
first be responsible to your own inner sky

and if you are miserable
which you are not in your particular case moksha
i am talking about the parents in this world who are all miserable
all they will give their children 
is more misery…more guilt…more anguish
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they should tell the children…look…i am miserable
i do not know anything but you are my child
you are still innocent…your eyes are open
maybe you can help me ?
i do not know how to dance…i have become too old
but you are my child
can you inspire me at least to enjoy the dance ?
can i learn from your open eyes ?
something that you see which i cannot see…

that giggling child is full of life
and life is wisdom…it may not be able to speak
but that giggling is life…expressing itself…its wisdom
you are not a parent…my friend moksha
you are a caretaker
you can take care of children and all the children around you
they are spiritual beings
once you see them as spiritual beings then they are not yours
they belong to this beautiful existence
and existence always takes care of anything 
that it has given life to

you go and see a tree 
just cut one branch
you think you have cut the tree ?
existence will give a million leaves
you go cut another plant
suddenly flowers will come out of the earth

existence is showering life
nobody is underprivileged here
and if you see the life of your child
as a sannyasin you will laugh
you will say…i know my freedom
you know your freedom
and i trust you will do better than me

all parents are criminals
they do not respect the child
they respect their ego
they respect their status in society
they do not value the childs innocence
and the beauty the child is bringing to the world 
is seen as useless and childish
this bubbling energy full of life
with no direction no goal
just wanting to dance 

it is not your case…moksha
you are at a different level of being
if you can trust this beautiful existence for your own life
trust the future of your children even more

let go and see what they bring with them
i am telling you from my own inner experience
i am telling you what i know
i left my home when i was sixteen
i was not influenced by my parents
and that is why i am free

no one to guide me…rather misguide me
no one to tell me…do this…do that
i had to search for my own inner being
i did not need to listen to elders 
they are not wise
they are just becoming old…psychologically sick
too many responsibilities…too much compromise

they keep compromising their whole lives
and they lose the way
they themselves have forgotten
they do not have the answer for you
they are miserable
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i love you
that is why i joke about you
next time bring your children
use the scissor and cut cut cut the umbical cord
set them free
children are very intelligent

here is an example sitting right in front of me
he is the child…he is the father
who brought whom here ?
who found me first ?
whose eyes are younger ?

parents have to respect their children
children deserve freedom
especially in this modern world
look at our education system
it does not let you rest for one minute
look at all the information you need to absorb
television…internet…education…college…higher education…rules…society ?? 

so much they stuff into you as if you are some dustbin
just rubbish they keep putting inside your head
any kind of information they put in your head
because it may become useful one day…
stick it inside…geography…history…mathematics…science…languages
just keep putting as much information in the head as possible
make him a computer…
just in case one day he may need it

the poor child needs nothing…he just needs love
he just needs a hug
he does not need any information
this world has gone upside down 
what a misery…

even if you go wrong…it is fine…you are free
just watch them grow from a distance
give them an outer support
they do not need your inner support

and you are wise 
you have a great sense of humour
and you are a genius
your children will never go wrong
they will learn from you never to worry
the moment you will drop the worry
something from within you will release
and the child will feel that the shadow is no more there
you are here but your child can feel you are worrying about him
because you are connected from within
cut from within and the child will find his own way

i followed my way
my parents would have destroyed me
i would have been a movie star
or a big businessman…going to my grave !
here i am nobody…
just a wandering homeless man 
but i know how to dance

i never had a home
this whole world is my home
i never had a place
wherever i go i find a space
this is my learning
and this the way of the mystic

every place is your home
everybody is your friend
everybody is your family
you have to reach out and you will find them
ok my friend ?
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who has got time ?
i am sleeping…eating…dancing…sleeping 
who has time for these esoteric questions and all that ?
we are lost…we are completely lost
we do not even bother finding the path
have you seen a drunk looking for the path ?
he does not know what is the path
we are all lost people !

the moment you fall in love 
life is so beautiful 
you stop looking for the path
the moment you are searching the path
life is missing
those who are living they do not look for the path
they are so involved in life
they do not ask where is the path

you do not know…you are lucky !
do not find any path
because there is no path
there is no past…there is no future
everything is here…be here…enjoy…it is here !
next moment…it is here
another moment…it is still here
wherever you will go…it will be always here
it is very profound

just hang loose…and you are ok
just be here and you will understand slowly 
that there is no spiritual path…there is life to live
there is life to absorb and that becomes the path
you drown into it
and you will never find your way back
ok ?

i never read newspapers
i do not watch television
i do not watch movies
i am so filled with living itself
who has time ?
the movies…the television…so small
the whole day watching television !

and life is all around
reading a newspaper and the birds are singing
what will the newspaper reporter say
birds are singing outside my window ?
then they will say…the guy is an idiot…he is just a poet…
life is poetry or not ??? 

question    i am new to the spiritual… i never meditated before 
and i do not know what my path is…can you help me ?

you think you are new 
but you are not new
you may have come here for the first time
but you have been born before and before 
you have lived life many times 
and even if you are new then that is better
because you are innocent 
we can trap you…we can catch you !
we are just joking around here…

if you like good jokes…laughing…dancing 
then you are in the right place
if you are searching heavy philosophy and analysis of the esoteric
we do not know anything
we do not have time for all these stupid things
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sitting… just sitting
a deep thirst and just sitting
waiting…waiting…waiting… 
something in you just settles deeper and deeper and deeper
just waiting

this waiting…slowly slowly becomes the door 
just waiting…what can you do ?
you cannot force it to happen 
all you can do is wait
a deep inner thirst is rising towards the sky 
looking for the stars…something is going to open 
and nothing is opening…no sky…what can you do ?
nothing…just wait…wait…wait

this waiting is the desireless in you
no desire…just waiting…
the desire creates the opening 
this waiting creates a settling…
strange phenomena !!

no desire…no search…nothing will happen 
and all that desire and all that search…nothing will happen
how to understand this duality…this contradiction ? 
all the master say…desire…have a deep thirst and search for truth 
and they also say that you do not need any desire 
desire is the barrier

mexico city
teotihuacan 

4 may 2010
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this has happened to many mystics
they know the door 
they know that this is the window…this is where it is 
and purposely they wait 

there are many mystics who have been waiting 
purposely behind the door 
so once that window opens 
there is no coming back and now a new journey begins 
a deep responsibility…a new sky

just remember the word waiting
and the journey towards that happening 
if you can be fortunate…and you are fortunate 
then the journey is simply beautiful 
and if nothing happens 
just that thirst is so sweet 
you are utterly fulfilled

the very desire is preventing you from it to happen
strange contradiction…no ?
no thirst no fire 
no patience…waiting…a deep let go…no settling
half of you is the sky 
half of you is the earth
when they meet…the door is already open

every meditator has to understand this beautiful word
it is such a beautiful word…waiting… 
just waiting for nothing to happen
just that waiting creates such a silence
such a deep depth of patience
that no matter what…
it creates a new being in you

that very quality is so deep and strengthening 
that even if nothing happens 
just that waiting is so beautiful

let me tell you that if the door really opens 
and you do not have that depth of patience…it will unsettle you
you will not be prepared for such a big experience 
you will run away because you need a deep well 
totally settled…and then the whole sky can pour into you

desire is first…the search is first 
but waiting is infinitely more beautiful
the moment you receive that treasure it will be ecstatic
you will not be able to contain it
you will go mad with ecstasy
but those who have known have always looked back and realized 
that the waiting was far more beautiful…it is strange
that innocence of not knowing was far more beautiful
that journey was so beautiful and now you have arrived
you wish you were simply waiting
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you want to do something
but you are in such a hurry
you never live with that breath within you
if you can understand this
each and every breath creates a desire…a thought 
and you live it
you accumulate nothing
because you fulfilled in that moment a complete cycle
so you have nothing left to desire
no act is left undone
because you only get one breath
and you get one breath…and you get one breath… 
each moment you get one breath
a single desire…clean…arising out of it
and you act it and you are finished with it
it is a complete cycle

you have to understand the very core of your desires
because everything you are doing is led through desires
you cannot get out of your bed if there is no desire
and the moment you have no desire whatsoever 
the mind simply stops
the body simply stops moving
you have fallen down to the very centre of your being
this is the desireless state
but you can never come to it
because you have so many actions that you have created
which are not led through the source

how to come to that desireless state ?
how to burn all your actions ?
so that when the next pulse of life comes within you
there is no dream…no desire…no act

we were speaking about breathing the other day
before you are born there is no breath
when you will die there is no breath
breathing is your bodymind
the no breath is you awaiting
one breath becomes desire thought 
and you need to do something with the thought
each unmoving pulse of life that passes through your heart
a desire arises…creates a thought…and you move

looking backwards all your actions are nothing 
but stillness expressing itself through desire
each and every breath creates a movement
the mystic is searching for that unmoving state where mind does not enter
where desire has not entered
just the very source of life

each and every pulse creates an act 
and throughout the day you are doing so many actions 
that the pulse…the desire and the act are not in harmony
so many things are being done but not supported with the breathing
not supported from the source
because you did not wait for that breath to create desire to create the thought
so you keep doing things everyday 
and you have not breathed deeply enough for that act to have happened
so even if you create that act…it is partial…unlived
it keeps accumulating in you
you are accumulating so many desires that have not been lived
because to live it you need the breath…through the desire…into the action
then only it will be total

this is what we have been searching
why we are accumulating so many unfulfilled desires within us
you see something…you desire it…you want it
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you have come to that stop
this is the search of the mystic
it is a complicated process
but what you need to learn is abc
learn the foundation of what i am saying
a…b…c…
and that applies to your whole life

if you can live even one single day
slowing down…going deep within you
understanding that pulse 
its single desire
its single act
you have understood the cycle
this is fundamentally important
because once you understand the cycle
you do not need to wait to clear out 
all the thoughts and desires in you
because you will never be able to do it

it is impossible
to burn all your past desires…your dreams…your acts
you cannot do it
you do not even have the now
how you can do undo the past ?
it keeps accumulating

but here is a simple understanding
understand a single act
feel the desire that led you to the act
and you will see the source clearly
that clarity will burn everything
that is the source of awareness

just a single experience...what they call satori
or a deep understanding of its reality
you can never forget it
and that will burn all the misery in you 
because you know the cycle now

as a seeker understand the core of everything that you do 
and start with the smallest simplest things 
that you can understand and relate to
any act you do…just stop for a moment
feel the pulse from the heart
somewhere dormant within you it is lying
it becomes active

just find a few simple examples
a new magnetic quality will arise in you
it is a magnetic quality
each and every act that you do
you will feel the energy going back to the source 
because you are aware of it now
the moment your awareness is strong enough
your each act will not lead you outwards 
but will lead you back to the source again and again

it is a very strange phenomenon
it is like a boomerang
you throw the boomerang and it comes back to you
it is your energy in action 
you are throwing it out
but you know the source is coming back to you
so you do not need to undo the past

just understand a simple knack
and your each act will be so magnetically different
there will be a force of reality in it
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a simple act
one pulse…one desire…one act
it is supported by existence
hence its power and strength
that is why it is called the truth
those who have known it
their each act comes from the source
goes through their heart
and the only expression it creates 
is compassion and love
you understand ?

that is what osho called acharya
an acharya is one whose each action is in harmony
the source…the desire…and the action… 
the person is no more divided but has become one
an individual undividable 
and his each act will be health 

you try it for yourself
and if you can catch hold of one single act
you will simply laugh
and you will understand your strength

as a person on the path you are to understand 
the simple strengths you are handling
you are not impotent
if you can connect the source to the act
you are a divine being
because through you the divine source is flowing
and all around…you will feel its radiation
and it is not so difficult
it is actually easy 
it is difficult to do fifty jobs with your mind 
and not have it done

if you can connect the source to your heart to your action
you will feel a ray of truth exiting from your hands
then it is no more empty
it is so simple
you try it on your own
catch one thread 
it is the same experience for all threads
one cycle… just understanding abc

you do not need to go further
it is a very simple sensitive experience
remember you get one breath
so you can do one act
so you will slow down

i am receiving a breath…a certain pulse to share 
and i am expressing it to you
i raise my left hand i feel you
it enters into me…through my heart
and i give you something in exchange

i cannot do sixty things at one time
people are doing so many things
walking…thinking…dreaming…imagining…all together
there is no breath supporting it
that is the dream
that is the illusion 
because it has no reality in it

it has no real moment within it
it is just imagination
the act never happened
and even if you do the act
it was never complete
because there was no life behind it
it was not supported by existence
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and what will remain will be an experience
i do not like to push 
just wait…wait… 
get in tune with your own inner breath
and everything is going very beautifully

each one of you is so deeply sincere
that i wish it can happen today
but i know the beauty of waiting and something is growing within you
is it simple to understand simple things ?
i try my best to make it simple
i have nothing to gain by making it difficult
if i can bring it as abc and simplify your life…it is beautiful

tomorrow or day after when you start walking again 
doing vipassana walk 
just feel the pulse…the desire…and the body movement
because the whole body is your mind
if you can manage walking consciously
you have mastered the bodymind itself
the last stage of meditation is watching each and every of your act in movement
first the thoughts…then the desires…and then the whole bodymind
why understand thoughts and emotions 
when you can understand the whole bodymind 

question     the question is…when we do the walk…it is very very slow...
when i go a bit faster…i cannot do one breath per step…
how to breath ? how we deal with that ?

you do not deal with it
it deals with you !!
allow it to deal with you…
because it has given you life

that is difficult
walking…talking…smoking…thinking…desiring…dreaming 
already the whole world is spinning around 
and there is no connection to any reality
now which is more difficult…my work or yours ?

that is why i say i am utterly ordinary
if i look somewhere while i am walking i fall down
because my eyes went there and my feet are here 
body is going somewhere…i fall down
have you seen me walking?
i have to look where i am walking
i look there…my feet…my pulse…and movement
looking there…i walk here…i fall down
i cannot do three things 
maximum i have tried is two
but i lose my balance

life is so simple if you can understand simple things
this is what we are trying to do is to slow you down
and we are becoming one force here
something is becoming one between all of us
your comfort with me and my comfort with you
now the threads are becoming stronger
sometimes when it cannot be said to you
you can catch the thread
and something goes into you that cannot be spoken
and it is wonderful to have such a beautiful group of people
and i can feel now the connection
and this waiting is creating a deeper experience

now we are moving on to the next place and the next 
and before you know it…you will not be you and i will not be me
you will not be there and i will not be there
both of us will disappear
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you can see what is happening within me
and what you are seeing outside is showing you what is happening inside
and something within you recognises it too
oh my god…it is within me and i keep forgetting it
i keep forgetting the presence which is flowing within me

once you feel it happening somewhere
you will recognise it is you
it has nothing to do with me
your recognition of it awakens you
this is one of the greatest mysteries of truth
that is why in india we call it darshan

darshan is not only to see the physical form 
or to listen to the words
but to see truth acting in reality
you see the grace of its flow and the harmony
it touches you
because it reminds you of you
is that not beautiful how one can transmit the experience wordlessly ?

and if you are intelligent
just watching the person who has known 
walking or sitting or moving 
something in you will awaken
because i am you 
you are me
when i look at you i am borrowing your eyes
when you look at me you are borrowing my eyes
because light is waving in between
your eyes are showing you outside
but there is a medium in the middle
which is life force
it shows you the reflection
to understand me you watch me

drop your mind
do not try to deal with it 
just fall in tune with that flowing energy within you
it will show you the source the desire and the act
you cannot do two three things together
then you are using the mind
you are using the dead in you…not the living

living has a certain natural rhythm
even the kundalini has a natural wave
it needs time to wave...a pulsation 
from the lowest to the highest
you can see a snake moving
it has to move the whole tail slowly slowly slowly
kundalini is the source of your life
the master in you 
obey the master and its movement
obey the river and its flow
fall in tune with it
and all your actions will become riverlike 
flowing effortlessly weightlessly

now you are experiencing it through vipassana
now try vipassana while eating drinking walking looking
so beautiful !
it has so much grace
you feel so much power of life moving through you
that is the joy
can you feel it now ?
everybody feels it because now there is a certain synchronicity 
and an understanding between you and me
so now you are watching me in a different way
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you all have something that you are contributing
so forget about how much light i have 
and how much you have
as far as i am concerned everyone is enlightened
everybody is filled with light
someone does not know 
how to switch it on and how to switch it off
but the light is still there

you may be fighting with the shadows
but that is your imagination
you are filled with light
you are filled with life
hence you are living

just find out where is the switch
which are the trigger points 
what is the source
why am i acting
what is the link in between
how do i find the source again
so that i can master my inner being
that is all…

you understand everything about me
i just look at you and i become you 
and i understand everything about you
this is how easy it is
it is an energetic understanding

i do not need to know all the mental gymnastics 
how much money you have in the bank… 
who you are married to…if you are rich or poor…which passport you have…
but i know the you that is essentially you
and you can know the me that is essentially me

when we sit in silence
this is the exchange
and remember one more thing i have to say today
wherever i may be…i am where i am
wherever you are…you are where you are
you have a beauty of your own and a quality of your own 
which i do not have
each person is carrying his own magnetic field
everybody is carrying their own beautiful crystalline nature
so what you have is infinitely beautiful
hence you are uniquely yourself

and when many people are together
the buddhafield becomes enriched 
by each and every persons pathway
you densify the buddhafield
so it is not a question of who is enlightened and who is not
because you all are enlightened
you are already enlightened but you do not know…that is a separate issue
and your presence is adding a certain value
each person is giving something so unique 
that without that person something will be missing
now we are one beautiful organic whole moving together
we are becoming richer and thicker and richer each day 
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such a simple state
so simple
just a celebration…a song…a dance…a let go
nothing serious
just playfulness and a deep celebration of life
we are not here for any reason but to celebrate and dance
and in this celebration and in this dance
the window to your inner ecstasy opens
this vertical sky that is yours
simply descends into you

this is it 
this is the journey from here to here
the search for truth is how to be yourself 
totally yourself
in your totality the sky opens and shows you who you are
you are this divine being filtering through this body
living the grace of existence

where is the truth ?
where is the path ?
what is the search ?
nothing…just from here to here
so much fuss…

mexico city
teotihuacan 

5 may 2010
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truth is so simple 
lies are complicated
and the world trains you for lies
it teaches you how to become more…
greed…fear…anger…jealousy…tensions
because if you are going to be dancing the whole day
who is going to go to the office ?
the society does not want you to dance
they want workers…people to go to work…to find a job…
to do something for the world 
what are you doing here dancing ?

they cripple your inner joy
they are so jealous of people who dance
they will call you mad 
this person is mad
must be taking some drugs
no responsibility…nothing serious 
no work…no job…
what kind of person are you ?

that is why you cannot find the truth
people like me…jobless…no work…good for nothing
are totally useless !
i am here to remind you to let go of all this rubbish
do not be responsible for anything but your joy
the moment you find your inner ecstasy
you will be sharing it because it is so abundant

everywhere i go 
the first thing i try to make people understand is your inner being 
it is very simple…that is why you miss it
you do not know how to accept yourself 
you do not know how to love yourself and trust your inner being

because you are not allowed to celebrate your life
you are not allowed to accept yourself
you are not allowed to laugh
you are not allowed to live the qualities of your childlike nature
slowly slowly you forget your natural heartbeat 
and the laughter within you

you want to find the truth
have a nice laugh…have a nice dance 
enjoy just being yourself
take it easy…enjoy breathing
and there is the truth
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no need to move all the time
settle into your inner being
and just relax 
when your five senses start moving inward
it creates a circle
it becomes your sixth sense

you are not spending energy moving out
you are falling in
and the source is restful
it is at rest
and it climbs higher and higher
it comes to the sixth sense
there for the first time you find a certain balance
and from there you climb into the sky

all the time you are engaged in the world
and you have not learned the art of resting deeply
again and again i say…accept yourself just the way you are
and this struggle…this fight to move out will stop
and all your energies will collect in and you will be relaxed and settled 
this is what we are learning here
how to settle and just be…

is that difficult ?
in everything i convey to you
i emphasise the simplicity
and the beauty is that it needs no support
life is so simple it needs no support 
hence it is the truth
truth does not need your support
so whenever you search for truth
search for the simple…the obvious and it is there

are there any questions ?

appreciate your life
see this beautiful life that is pulsing within you
spend time to listen to your heartbeat
you deserve it…you deserve life…

and again very beautiful people are here…
and every day i will emphasise 
this simple understanding
because you have been hypnotized
i am also hypnotizing you
i am dehypnotizing you !
just watch me…it seems so easy and it is
all your five senses are used to reach outward
you are always reaching out with your five senses
trying to touch the world and understand it from within you
each sense is a window moving out 
try to understand it from within

all the time you are spending your energies moving outward
the world trains you to move out
meditation is the simple search to stop moving outward
just be still
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you have beautiful children and you are here yourself
which is another surprise to me…no ego…
parents do not go with the children
i am very surprised that you are both here
that you can share with your children…
that is very beautiful and i admire that quality

it happened in another camp in india too 
that a mother came together with her son
it was so amazing…the mother was telling me
this is my son…please ignite something in him
that he can see what i am doing 
the mother was always taking care of the son
and at the end of the camp the son took sannyas 
and they were in tears…both the mother and the son
i loved it…what a beautiful mother

question     you talked about parents…you said we are the first criminals… 
i agree…i made my children suffer but i was not aware… 
if i would have known i would not have brought them to life…
how to raise children then ?

you are fortunate because you have left them free
so you are not in the same boat
you have already left them free
but your parents have not left you as free 
they must have put pressure on you to be a good child
just go one step back 
and if you understand what they have done to you
you have to cut the thread and set the future free

each parent has to go backwards
the past was difficult
there was lack of food…lack of culture…lack of housing 
it was a difficult world
so your grandparents and your great grandparents 
must have struggled hard to create a life for you
but today we are a new generation 
we can afford to leave the children free
and you have the means to let them be free

i do not really mean it when i use the word criminal 
i just say that to irritate people
parents are not criminals…they love their children 
but their unconscious love is the problem
love without direction…love without inner vision is poison
love with vision is graceful
hence as parents we need to be more conscious
because we are taking care of the future of the child
but you are not a criminal 
do not feel that way…
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he was never attacking jesus christ
he was attacking the authority and the church 
and the vested interest and the religion
we began to see this vast division between sannyasins and parents 

there is nothing you can do 
the world is becoming softer now
the only thing you can do 
is to take your love and celebration and share with them

they will not understand what you are doing
they have already passed the boat 
they have a certain conditioning 
they have a comfortable life

in fact meditation is bonding between parents and children
and it is a blessing that you two are here

i already said this in the beginning 
that i am so happy that the parents are coming 
it shows a grace and a beauty and no ego
it is so humble and beautiful 
so i did not mean you…ok ?

enough serious talk
anymore questions?

question     since i am on the spiritual path my parents do not understand 
me and it has created a big gap between us…how can i bring 
them to meditation ?
 

it is always being the case of the sannyasins…always 
especially with bhagwan osho 
when people came to osho he was so revolutionary
his words and vision were so much into the future and so sharp
that the moment the sannyasins went back home 
their parents began trembling 
because these sannyasins had so much authority 
so much independence…so much fire…so much revolution in them

in the sixties seventies and eighties
the parents used to tremble
it created a big division between sannyasins and their parents 

most of the people who came to osho were from europe 
and from strong catholic christian background 
and osho was ruthless on christianity
he kept hitting and beating and hitting
he never hit jesus…remember
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and i kept joking to her that i am mad 
you are not…you are absolutely right and i am mad
you are correct !
so all her defences slowly slowly broke up because i kept saying you are right 
she could not fight with me because i accepted her as she is 
i never felt she was wrong 
she is right from where she is and i am right from where i am 

respect the other persons individuality
they may be wrong but are you god to change them ?
never interfere into other peoples freedom
it is their freedom…respect their life and their way
then there is no conflict…
once you respect them and do not look down upon them
they will feel something honourable about you 
there is something beautiful about you

if they fight you…you simply smile 
and say ok…you are right
do not be sarcastic when you say…you are right 
feel that they are right
and by and by they will understand 
that you are giving them respect and freedom

if you want freedom 
you have to learn to give others freedom too 
we are not here to convert the world 
we are here to transform our own being
if out of our own transformation 
love extends to the others…that is beautiful
if it does not…it is beautiful too
give them space and freedom
ok ?

out of compassion just go and meet them 
give them a hug and accept them the way they are
simply accept that this is the way they are
it is too late for them to understand
but it is not too late for love

you can hug them and love them
they are your parents
the only way transformation can happen 
between the sannyasins and their parents is through love
there is no other way 

sitting at the back there is soma… 
i have known her for more than thirty years i think
her parents are so rigid and psychoanalysts on top of it
not normal parents…
the parents are psychoanalysts and they know everything 
they have studied psychology
so i told soma…give up…just bow down to them

i met them !
she was afraid i am going to see them 
but we went to their home i just sat there and i joked with them
the mother did not want a person like me coming to her house 
a man with a beard and like this…in the middle of belgium 
what will the neighbours think ?
they are not worried about me
they are worried about the neighbours
so the parents gave us their house 
and they ran away

but i said no no no…
i must meet them…i want to meet them 
so i sat there and the mother sat there 
very hard…but smiling of course
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do not go around transforming people or changing them 
no !
the one who really knows
is very sensitive to people and their individuality
they give you total freedom 
that is the beauty of the mystic
he does not push you…ok ??

question     you said that when you are sleeping we can be connected in sleep…
how can that be possible ?

very easy
you are here in the head
in dream you fall to the heart
and then you fall to the navel
you leave the body and you are unconscious
you are sleeping

the moment you leave the body 
you are floating and there is your body
you are one with everybody 
how to leave the body...be conscious and connected ?
very simple 
we will speak about the value of sleep one day

half the time i am not with people 
because you can party very nicely without me 
when i am not there you will have a nice party
so enjoy your party
because your party and your celebration is my work
and if you can do it better without me
then i am not needed
just dance and disappear…
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this silence
this subtle invisible presence
it is so subtle…so sensitive…it appears to be invisible
the silence between the sounds…the stillness in movement
this under layer secretly moving within
is your silent witnessing presence

the journey of the mystic is to move
from the gross to the subtle to the subtler to the subtlest
become so sensitive…so innocent…so silent…so still
that it grabs you
suddenly it is surrounding you from everywhere
and the air is no more empty
and the trees are reaching out to you…the rocks are reaching out to you
everything that is living is in a constant flow
so subtle…so silent…that you go on missing it

hence sensitivity and silence and stillness 
are the key elements of the search
that is why it is mysterious
a mystic is one in search of the mystery
in everything that is living
and everything that is living is loving
it has the vibe of caring…nourishing…healing
always present silently
surrounding you like a mystical cloud

oaxaca
monte alban | tule | mitla 

8 may 2010
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just in that silent sitting
suddenly this energy that is moving outwards falls in
it turns inwards 
and you are filled with everything that surrounds you
that struggle…that inner restlessness…suddenly disappears
and you have a nice laugh at the whole joke

it was simply foolish that you felt 
you were separate from this vast existence
it was you dividing yourself
this whole existence accepted you 
and was showering on you constantly
you are already home

just that realisation…that taste of it
and all anxiety disappears
and you begin to live your life in a dance and a celebration
because there is no other way to live
you are home so you may as well dance now
no more running around and searching for anything

truth is searching you
and you are such a vast abundance
so now all you can do is share all these treasures 
that you are fallen into

i do nothing !
i just come as a friend and i dance with you
some little rubbish you need to hear 
i fill that bla bla…then i go back to sleep
i am not here to tell you what is truth
you are already the truth
it is so meaningless for me to tell you what is truth
but i can show you that it is very simple
i keep saying this everyday…it is a simple message

a mystic cannot speak it 
that would be ridiculous
to speak of something so unspeakable
the only way he can express it
is through a dance…a song…a celebration
a silent gesture
a silent movement of the hand 
an innocent smile
within it radiates his knowing
childlike…innocent…friendly
it is a simple loving aura of a friend on the path

hence you go on missing the mystic 
because he is so sensitive
so delicate and fragile
that you are not used to this experience
and the only way you can grasp it
is to fall in love

the moment you are in love
you disappear as an ego
no more separation
and the first thing that you can feel is a silent radiation of love
the mystic is simply an excuse to open your heart
to this beautiful existence 
it is a silent voice reaching out to you as a friend
it has known the beauty of the rivers and the waterfalls

how can it remain silent to such beauty ?
how can it express itself but through a simple silent sharing
the mystic needs to learn a new way of being
he needs to value these silences 
and deepen the stillness in the movement and the dance
whatsoever you do is to earn this beautiful reward of stillness and silence
a deep contentment in just being perfectly where you are
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become still…silent…a deep waiting
and everything will reveal itself
and a nice laughter
it is strange…is it not ?

if truth was such a great experience
then those who have found would have become serious !
e = mc2
here is an einstein who found the truth…
become serious !

but it is just a joyful experience…a great celebration
hence all the mystics have simply laughed
they have a nice laughter and they go for a deep sleep
just today i was speaking that all who have found
have found it in a deep sleep

you are not present and you become awakened
this is what i have spoken of in my book
that i have not found anything
i simply gave up the search
and the blackhole surrounded me
and i fell into a deep let go and sleep 

i would have gone but…my beloved master
he could not let me go
he said…there is a fish escaping…catch him…quickly quickly !
he brought me back
he needs his lovers to dance and celebrate 
it is not complicated

you have just come
so after few days we are going to do more sleep and less activity
go deeper into the night…deeper into the dark
and see what are the mysteries that are hidden within this darkness

you have been watching me for the last few days
do i do anything special ?
anybody has seen me doing anything special ? nothing…
utterly ordinary…nothing special

if anybody can find one special thing around me
i will be amazed
i live in a house…i move around…just ordinary
just absolutely ordinary
and that is why i am so relaxed 
and that is why you are so relaxed too
i am ordinary…you are ordinary…we just dance together

few days i have not said anything 
so any serious jokes and questions… 

today he got a list…how to kill me !
first time i see a piece of paper with a question
he is trying to scare me !
yours ? my god !
is that one question ! such a long paper ?

question     since i have been on this path it looks like i am aware or 
i am beginning to watch my conditions and my patterns and it 
is sad to watch that they are still there and i cannot make them 
disappear…and when the moment comes the impulse wins 
again… i feel i need to reach what you call dying…what does it 
mean ? when i die all my suffering will disappear ? and you say 
that life after death is just a celebration but when i think the 
only thought that comes to my mind is partying…what is the 
difference between celebration and partying ?

such a serious question !
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just party !
just party…party…party…till you get lost
you do not need to watch your conditioning
so serious !

i have to watch my conditioning then i get so sad
that i cannot overcome my conditioning…
here lies the mistake
conditioning is conditioning 
you are not the conditioning
you are partying

when you are partying you do not need to watch any conditioning
this is serious…watching the mind…watching the conditioning…
it is not our work
where do you watch from ? that is the question
from which point do you watch your mind or your emotion or your conditioning ? 
and from which space are you trying to go over it ?
do you understand this question…mahapath ?

when your energy is low and you are sad
and you are looking carefully at your conditioning 
and you are trying to overcome 
just looking at it…it will become bigger and bigger and bigger
if you do not look at it…it is small
you look at it carefully with a microscope
and it will become a himalaya

osho never says…watch the mind
no master in history of consciousness can say
watch your conditioning
please do not watch anything !
watching from a peaked point is watchfulness
there is no mind there

try to understand what am i saying...
what we do everyday is to peak our energy to such a point of partying
and then you stop
you open your eyes from within and look at your conditionings
it is so deep below…so far away
is it really yours ?

this is called vertical transformation…
moving the energy upwards to the highest point in you
and then sit and watch 
at that point show me your mind...

hence zen masters say
show me your mind 
and i will evaporate it for you
show me the mind…show me the conditioning 

there is no such thing…it is an illusion
because you are watching it from a point of illusion
watch the same conditioning from a higher point of you
from the highest in you and it will not even be a shadow
you cannot fight shadows
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conditioning…ego…mind…whatever you want to call it 
these are simply shadows
and now you are going to fight with the shadow
the shadow will look very scary and difficult
because it is not real

the shadow is an illusion
your conditioning is an illusion
your whole mind is an illusion of darkness
the path of the mystic is to bring light to it…not to fight it !
please understand this and you have no conditioning to overcome
you cannot show me a single conditioning of yours
and convince me that there is no solution
there is only one solution and that is to dissolve it

you cannot solve an equation
everything that you will try to solve will give you an answer
but the answer will create five more questions 
and those five more answers will create ten more questions
there has never been a solution to conditioning and mind
but there is a way to transcend it 
transcendence is very easy
no solution can be found because the poor mind is doing its job
it has its function
how can you throw it out of the window ?

mind is bodymind
this bodymind needs its conditioning
there is a computer and is doing a great job
you are realising that you are not this computer and this conditioning
you are finding the transcendental in you
that is a totally different way of dissolving 
by not being identified with it

this is why the master says
watch everything 
whether it is conditioning or mind or ego or emotion
just watch it with no attachment…with no judgement…
no war…that i have to come over it
you simply say…let it remain where it is
very good…let it do its job…i am here

you create a new presence of silent watching
and your conditioning continues doing its conditioning
do not overcome anything
do not even try it
just let it do its thing
you are a mystic…go far like an eagle into the sky
vertically take yourself higher 
energetically move into the sky
and just look and there is nothing to be found
you understand what i am trying to convey to you ?

there is nothing wrong in you
there is no conditioning in you that you need to overcome
do not try hard
and i like your partying
because at least in partying you are partying !
moments of ecstasy descending into you…then watch !

if you really want to watch
then watch when you are celebrating 
just become silent after the celebration
you will be so ecstatic
that even by chance if there is some conditioning somewhere
you will say…ok…ok…
your conditionings are so small and your sky is so vast
a few little insects moving around 
let them live also
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i never bothered about conditioning or about mind
it is not my work to watch the mind 
you understand ?
and even if you want to understand…the abc…
meditation is watching the gap between the thoughts
just watch the spaces and there is emptiness
and whatever the mind is doing let it continue
my friend…mahapath…did you get it ?

you have no conditioning
so why you are unnecessary looking for a solution 
for a problem you do not have ?
you know that there is the sky
you be the sky…let it continue

there is a simple way and i say it is vertical transformation
all those who watch the mind are great analytical people
good job for psychologists…psychoanalysts…therapists… 
let them do the mind jobs
they are going to show you your conditioning
i do not even care about it…who cares ?

try to understand how to bring the light in
and look at all the qualities of light
celebration…love…surrender…sharing…a walk in nature
a swim in the river…playing with children…a walk on the beach
these are all light activities which make you joyful and blissful
who cares about all these conditionings ?

you are far beyond it 
and even if you find a solution…what you will do with it ?
nothing !
ok…i found the solution…
no solution has ever been found by any master
they have given up and in their giving up they disappeared
you understand ?

you have a very long question
the end was perfect 
party…party…party 
just party…party…party…but keep clean
keep your aura clean…keep your energy clean

party with people who know how to party
keep your body healthy…nourish it well
it is your temple…keep it clean
feed it rightly…rest it well 
and when it had enough party have a deep sleep
your being will expand and expand and expand

when osho or the mystics speak on celebration
they speak of the vastness of your energy
make a pool out of it and then explode into a party
gather your energy into a deep rest and express it totally
and in that totality you will get such a peak

it will create a deep rest in you again
and then you party again
i do that everyday !
i rest…i sleep…i eat…i dance
i rest…i sleep…i eat…i dance

anybody else has any conditioning today ?
these are for children
good for therapists to catch you
to make a business out of you
and they are very good at it
even the conditioning you cannot find…they find it for you !

they will find all kinds of conditioning in you
they are masters of misery
they show you your misery then they charge you a big fat bill
then they extract the misery out of you
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and when you are free of that misery
he will take you to another group
first you finish this family constellation
now you go for tantra therapy
when you finish with that…
you go to another therapy

all these people are parasites 
and they are all in the same business
they know how to show you your misery 
and you have been caught in their trap
a nice sucker here…

you still has have enough money 
to extract some blood out of you
they send you to another therapist
then that therapist will suck your blood
and show you all your miseries
and he will send you to his other friend
they send you from therapy to therapy to therapy to therapy
till you have no blood left…

no sannyasin who has a heart…who has love…
has any conditioning
love is enough…love is more than enough
if you have love and if you can share your love
everything will disappear in its light
nothing can stand up to the power of love
it can melt even the rocks and the walls
love is the only way
and there are so many things you can fall in love with
and osho says…you can rise in love

i like your question…give me another one…
give me a serious one !

question     so why should i die ? 
why the mystic always talks about dying ?

dying is enough…
death of the ego…death of you as a separation
when your boundaries are open 
you are not dying...you are not going anywhere
you are just free...it is a kind of death
there is no word to say it...so they say you die
i never say die
i do not say kill the ego…drop the mind
i have already seen the misery of people dropping the ego…
dropping the mind…trying to die... 
no need !

when you disappear in certain state of being
you will feel like you are dying 
because you do not feel your boundaries anymore
when you are in your mothers womb…nine months have passed
she says…enough is enough now…get out of here
you are too big now for my belly

so you are born
and you are pushed out of the belly
what a shock !
you feel you are going to die
the baby is dying
he lost his home 
the state of no mind…just floating in samadhi…not knowing a thing
birth is such a big death for the child !

same way with us
we are going to leave this body 
into this beautiful womb of existence
you look at it
it is some kind of death 
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that somebody is pulling me out
and i am dying 
but there is no death…
this existence is your mother
it is taking care of you
and you will leave and you will float in the sky 
and you will say…i am a star in the sky
it will feel like a death

and a mystic always seeks death of himself of herself…
of separation…that separation creates a prison
you are so big…the body is so small
you want to fly
so die !

you want to be free from this confinement
when i said i died
in my book i said i died
have you faced death ?
i was laughing
i never said i died
there was no other word i knew
that is why use the word…i dissolved
i could not find myself anymore
maybe i should change the word death into dissolving

do not die…please
we need you here !
but you will die…

when he took his sannyas in jabalpur
i whispered in his ear
that you are going to die
but you have so much love already…
you are already half dead
you are going to die !

so beautiful 
love really kills you…

anybody ?
no complaints even ?
welcome !

question     do you think that when we say a lie 
something beautiful can come out of that ?

there is no such thing as a lie
let me surprise you…no such thing as a lie
it is just your perception
everything is a lie…that too is your perception
one who knows…knows that everything is a lie

i am saying everything imaginable  
everything that you see…
that you know…that you do not know…is a lie
the rose is not red 
there is no such thing as the sun
you are not alive
tell me one truth that you know !

surprised?
you have not known truth
how can you know what is a lie ?
the moment you know truth everything is a lie
so tell me one truth that you know
none !

all borrowed knowledge…all borrowed information 
all illusion that they have taught you to see and understand
this is the word conditioning
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you have been conditioned…hypnotized…lied to…
that this is truth and that is a lie
nobody knows the truth
a million people have been around the master osho
he has not been able to show a single person the truth
so what has he been doing for twenty five years ?

do you know what he has been doing for twenty five years ?
he has been showing you all the lies
neti neti neti neti
the path of negation
this is not the truth…this is not the truth…this is not the truth
in the end you are left with nothing at all
nothing to hold onto
nothing is real
everything is illusion
all your values…all that you know…
is utterly unreal and borrowed

you know nothing at all
and in that innocence the mind simply falls apart
and you cannot hold onto anything
what is left with your hands open is the truth  
that you cannot hold onto

you are saying can a lie help somebody ?
never ! never ! 
not on the inner journey
only truth can free you
and as a seeker question everything
not once but twice…not twice but a hundred fold
do not accept anything as real
seek what is real

and you will never find the real answer
you will dissolve and the mystery will become deeper and deeper and deeper
with no answer in your hand 
you will fall deeper and deeper into the silence

never take any answer for real
then you will hold onto it and it will be a lie
there is no such thing as truth as long as you are still here
the moment you will disappear and you will open your eyes in wonder
and somebody will ask you…what is the truth ?
you will simply cry
know perfectly well you have then understood

i do not know what lie and truth you are searching for
if anything is a truth then there is only one truth
and everything else is a lie
they cannot go hand in hand

you cannot accept some lies and some truth
either you know or you do not know
there is no grey matter there
either you know the black
either you died into that blackhole and you know the truth
or nothing 
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it is a very complex question
begin to question…question everything
this is a path of questioning
and there comes a moment 
where something transpires in your heart
something triggers in your being
something deep inside you resonates
becomes a standing wave
then you know…it is truth present here
and one who has known…
if you are sensitive…you can never miss
you can never miss !

you can hide away from it and protect it with your lies
but then choose comfort 
choose a nice comfortable coffin
engrave a nice name...rest in peace
we are not here to rest in peace
i do not like coffins
i have decided to fight with fire
with my love and celebrate all the way
no coffin for me please !

it is a serious answer ? what is going on here ?
now people are beginning to worry
should we ask another question…

i do not like to speak so much
there was a time when i used to go 
into metaphysics and quantum physics 
and truth and matter and atoms and future and past and astral…
so heavy !
people started bringing their books for writing
so slowly slowly i gave up
it is better to look stupid and innocent

because once you start answering serious questions 
all those serious type of people start coming 
he has answers to these questions...
where will my astral body will go when i die ?
what is wrong with my aura ?
how many holes do i have ?
what therapy should i do ? 
what is the way out of my misery ?

once i start answering that type of questions
which is very easy
i can give you all the mathematics…science…geography…history
so easy and so boring
different types of people will start coming
those who are coming for answers and not for the search
those who are coming like philosophers and teachers and not to dance

i am a lover 
i like to be a lover and chill
the kind of people around me have a certain beauty…a quality of innocence
they want to be where love is
they want to feel the flow of the river
they do not want the answer
they do not know why they are here
love is enough

when people come with too many questions
i just search an osho book
i say…alpha the omega…there it is
and you take patanjali…and for you tantra or mantra…
just give them those books 

there are six hundred books 
now they have become text books…go study…
and when you are finished with the reading 
and you want to dance...come to me !
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either i know nothing or i have become wise
either i know nothing or i know it is not worth speaking
i have seen the torture my beloved master has gone through
explaining to millions of people
and i look around and see where are my dancing friends ?

where are the beautiful innocent childlike seekers of my master ?
and i do not find them
that breaks my heart…
so i decide not to speak intellectually

they ask me what i do
i love to dance !
i like to create the fire that moves vertically into the sky
i am still young and juicy

when i am older and i cannot dance anymore
then i will start putting glasses and will give discourses
by the time i will have gathered so many beautiful friends
they will say...no problem…you just be the way you are

anybody ?
how are you doing…moksha ?

moksha     i will ask you my question tomorrow

tomorrow may not come !
bring your tomorrow herenow

moksha     i love gurus and authority and i was wondering 
about the rules and the ten commandments...

( everybody laughs )

commandments?
i have to scratch my head somewhere
that is a jesus story…right ?
moses !
you caught me there
ok…i will answer you tomorrow !

( laughing )

i do not know how to count after five
i am so stoned i cannot count…number ten is too far away
any commandments ?
just that word is so…command…commandment
my god…double dose...command and ment

the universe is so beautiful
no human being needs any command or ments
it is so aggressive and who is going to command whom ?
and who will follow whom ?
so ugly…
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no commandments good or bad either way 
is ever possible for any human being
specially one who is a mystic searching for truth
the whole sky is yours

i thought about it
the so called guidelines as they use in the resort in poona
every so called guideline in the hands of unconscious people
becomes a chain and a tool to prosecute the individual 

every guideline of any given master 
has become a hindrance to that individual who does not fit
and your work is to not fit anywhere
never fit
never !

even if you have to purposely do something wrong 
not to fit
do it…purposely !
be a misfit...be a rebel

even the buddha does not want anyone to follow him
even the greatest masters cannot give you a single commandment
they see you so uniquely you
they see your freedom to be so uniquely for you
no thought can arise !
it is impossible

break all rules !
break all rules…they are not for human beings
you are not a prisoner…the whole sky is yours
no commandment can fit anybody
and no buddha can give any commandment

for teachers it is very easy 
they can make a rule…one two three four five six
and create ten directions of closure
they can close you from many directions
they tell you…do this or do not do that
both are the same
the moment you are saying yes to something 
you are saying no to something else
even if the ten commandments are positive
do this…it also implies do not do that

utter silence 
no do 
no do not do 
no positive no negative
no direction whatsoever can be given to anybody
not even the positive direction
every positive direction given to men has become a poison
the do gooder has become the enemy
everything done for you in a loving way has become a chain
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never fit in any commandments…judgments or good wishes
good wishes are worse than bad wishes
better to reject a good wish than a bad one
just say...bad wish i accept…good wish you can keep

i think there is no possibility
to create any kind of rule for any living being
it is simply ugly…undignifying
and i know it perfectly well

i am not talking philosophy
i am talking through my own experience
i am a disciple of osho
and i have lived in the greatest commune 
the greatest experiment ever in the history of man

and through my own experience i can say 
the organisation simply cripples the individual
j krishnamurthy is absolutely right
that every organisation cripples the individual 

the commandments…good or bad…
in the hands of the unconscious people are dangerous

thank you bhakti for translating
i keep forgetting because i am somewhere else

anybody else ?
one more then we can start
just to get some jibber jabber

question     what is sannyas ?

such a great rainbow…the whole sky !
ultimate freedom…a rebel is a sannyasin
a total rebel !

and his rebellion is an inner growth
that rebellion of sannyas is to awaken your own inner fire
we never interfere into other peoples freedom
a sannyasin never interferes with anybodys freedom

we are here to grow our own inner consciousness
and that fire of that rebellion 
is to be used consciously for inner growth
sannyas is the ultimate adventure of your own inner fire
we are not converting anybody
and that is the grace and respect we give to others

the moment you interfere with others
you are reducing that persons freedom
and the moment you reduce somebody elses freedom
know perfectly well that you are destroying 
your own freedom too
small fish eat big fish
some bigger fish will eat you one day

just a pure individual
seeking silently his inner being
and whatsoever comes as a radiation
just a natural flowing out towards others
with no conditions
and when it reaches others 
you will be grateful that they have received

they do not owe you anything
even if you are giving your love to somebody
it is out of freedom
if that person accepts your love 
you should be grateful that somebody received it
people are not ready to receive your love everywhere
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it is so vast 
once you will understand the truth you will see
that all your friends and fellow travellers 
and your master is silently guiding you 
through a invisible thread of love

that mala around the neck connects you deeply
to all those who have fallen at the feet of the master
just imagine those beautiful moments of joy
it connects you to this beautiful individuals
it is a great gift

we are going to have sannyas in the next city
so all those who want to dive with no reason…just dive…
welcome !
osho used to say…leap and then look… 
i say leap and then we will make sure you die !!!

am i forgiven ? no more bla…bla…
tomorrow is vipassana

a sannyasin has to be deeply sensitive
and that sensitivity is the buddha awakening in you
it is not otherwise
that you become sensitive and you will become a buddha
that sensitivity…is the buddha awakening…its expression of light

he asks what is sannyas ?
i can speak years
it is so indefinable…it is such a vast huge sky
the moment you take sannyas
you bridge yourself to millions of thirsty seekers
you may not know it
but there is a vast hidden mystery school of our master

the moment you receive sannyas…you enter a new existence
a real living master…a womb 
and you will become part of a great buddhas being
and connect to millions of individuals 
who are the greatest beings on the inner path

just receiving sannyas you are connected 
to such a inexpressible universe i cannot speak about
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this silence is the search
such a simple state
just silence
how to deepen it ?
how to deepen the silence ?
how to experience the depth of this silence ?
how to peak higher and higher and higher 
and reach to that crescendo where everything becomes silent ?

that orgasmic state 
is the search of silence that is totally alive
this silence is not the dead silence of the graveyard
it is a silence of celebration 
rejoicing and peaking in ecstasy
can you feel the silence ?

it is so alive…so overwhelming…so fulfilling 
it nourishes you
and you feel silent and content
and a soft vibe of wholeness surrounds you
it is such a simple search
there is nothing complicated about it

if you know how to sit silently
and how to create a pool of energy
and raise it higher and higher and higher 
this is the window to the skyoaxaca

monte alban | tule | mitla 

10 may 2010
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the easiest way i have known is through dance
your being is within you
just excite it and allow it to move in its natural rhythm
slowly slowly you forget the body…the mind…the emotions 
and you are flying into another new dimension
the state of nomind

even if you can reach for a single moment…it is enough
then come down…drink it and let it settle in you
let it get roots in your being
and go once again and dive into this open sky
and settle again and go again…

it is a vertical journey from here to here
you do not need to go anywhere
put your whole being together in this moment
peak it…be still and know

you are going everywhere but where you are
you are dividing your energy…running here and running there
and all you need…is nothing at all…
just be where you are…
become a silent being of stillness
going nowhere…utterly still
and the window will not open…it is already open !

you do not need to open it
just allow it to settle into you
it is a deep let go into a deep relaxation
so simple and so much fuss…
that you need masters and gurus and enlightened people 
and teachers and therapists

why do you not realise that you are enough unto yourself ?
what is missing in you ?
life is present…it is already enough
gather it together…no fuss
it is the most ordinary experience and it has to be so !

we are simply searching a state of no mind
remember…it is a state of being…
an energetic vertical state
just go higher and higher and higher 
till you reach the window from where you can see
the window is present within you
it is not closed…simply you are not there
so simple !
here is the window…climb and see
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hence i say again and again
there is no such thing as meditation…live meditatively 
allow these spaces to express themselves through you
and you are an illumined being

each gesture of you carries life
connect this gesture to the source
and bring the source into your acts
you are spreading yourself within yourself
hence i say…meditativeness is a simple knack
it is not something special
that is why people miss it

it is so lucid and simple
that you will look like a fool just like me
you will have to accept this foolishness
just walking slowly…looking at the flowers
nowhere to go…how stupid i look !
but i can tell you from my own experience 
it is utterly ordinary and that is why you have missed
i know it…i am living it…
this grace surrounds me
and it consists of simple small acts

trust what i am saying
i am not your master
i am not the great osho
i am simply a disciple like you
walking the path like you
and this is what i have known
you can trust me…i am a disciple
if i can reach…why you cannot reach ?

osho is a master…you cannot know where he is 
he is high up in the sky
but if an ordinary idiot like me can make it
dissolving into love…what is lacking in you ?

each moment you are enlightened
it is not a quantity…it is a qualitative state
do not search for more
just search these simple ecstatic states
and when they will come to you
be grateful
accept it totally and celebrate

enjoy that moment of celebration 
you are creating space for more to gather within you
enlightenment is nothing but simple small experiences 
drop by drop…be grateful for them
be grateful that you had this opportunity in life
to experience such beautiful ecstatic moments
your gratitude will create an opening
then who needs more ?
that moment is so beautiful
trust that existence will give you more of such moments
they are continuously showering upon you

you go on missing these beautiful small moments
just your simple gestures
your simple day to day life
live passionately…totally !
prepare yourself for the greater treasures

if this orgasmic moment suddenly comes upon you 
and you are not prepared 
you will simply collapse of heart failure !
you will not understand where it has come from !
that is why it takes time
this bodymind is old 
you are a being of light
it will take time for this body mind emotion to dissolve
and allow this being of light to express itself through you
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and those who seek life…life seeks them
you seek death and you know the graveyard
they are waiting for you with a nice coffin
but the dance cannot be killed in you
no one can kill your spirit and your dance and your celebration

i have no way to share it with you
the only way i know is to dance with you
and perhaps in that dance something will trigger
between you and me and existence
or between existence and you
i am just an excuse 

i am dancing…you say this guy is dancing let us start dancing
if i am serious you will all become serious…
i am not so eloquent like osho to speak three hours
i do not know anything 
i do not know where he got all his information from
he must have worked very hard 
to convince you about enlightenment

in fact i did nothing…let me tell you the truth
my path was a path of love
love dissolved me slowly slowly
and i forgot where i was 
you can say i lost my mind
i went beyond the mind
simply lost…dissolved…everything silent 
nowhere to go 
and the miracle…everything is light
everything that you cannot see is the truth
and whatsoever you see is the bodymind that will disappear one day

body mind emotion…all will disappear
what will remain is that state 
those ecstatic moments that you have celebrated
those moments of love
those moments of celebration…of sharing…will remain
these are beyond the mind
priceless…

the greatest treasures that surround you
are priceless and yet they are yours for free
these are gifts of existence to anybody 
who knows how to celebrate life itself

celebrating life is a way of expressing 
your gratitude towards existence
each time you peak into the sky
a blue flame arises out of you 
and touches the sky
and there is an explosion of light
and the heavens know that you are grateful for living
that is the only thank you…you can give to life
can you say…thank you life ?
your expression of dance is your thank you
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what do you think i am doing since the last two and a half years ?
i am simply sharing my love wherever i go
the more i am sharing the more is pouring through me
and the more i share the more pours through me
and the little wall that still remained slowly slowly disappeared

osho has said a hundred times…whatsoever you have 
express it…share it…share it totally
and we are enough disciples to share amongst each other   
mmm ?
sounds like a lecture…better stop speaking…

do you have any questions or anything anyone wants to say ?
welcome

question     it looks like i already dreamed my life…
in certain situations with my friends or so…
it looks like i had a dream…i do not know…
maybe ten years ago…
and i realise in that moment that i recognize 
all the faces and all the content of the childs 
dream…why is that ?

life is a déjà vu
whatsoever you look at…in anyway you have known it
you are looking from this moment
but your consciousness is higher
it can see far away

whether you are speaking of truth or just an ordinary conversation
this whole life is a déjà vu
much of it you are carrying hidden within you

one hundred thousand books he has read
one hundred thousand books !
poor guy…reading and reading…he has done very hard work
i am a dancing disciple
i do not work…
he has made the road…i am dancing on it
and it is a very simple experience 

this is what i am saying every day
the truth that i am speaking…it is very simple
so much fuss about a simple thing
the state of nomind…where is it ? 
how to reach ?
how to become enlightened ? 
where will i go ?

what a misery…
even if someone gives you all the answers 
like osho in his six hundred books
now you have six hundred books to read
when will you dance ?

the whole osho movement got stuck 
every evening at his discourse
three hours in the morning…
two hours in the evening…
five hours of listening
and reading one book after the other !

no time to dance anymore
they have forgotten his simple message
live life totally
celebrate yourself
trust yourself and share your love
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it is existence itself
and the very force of life that has destined it
i will be a buddha one day
life does not reduce itself…it increases
it is not miserly…it has no bank account

it simply grows and grows and grows till it flowers in itself
it is the very message of existence that it needs to flower 
and enjoy its own expression of life
so within you…in your cosmic glory…the buddha is sleeping

now it is up to you
the right soil…the right circle of friends
the right buddhafield…a loving master
someone to encourage you 
to share their love with you
and it is bound to happen

remember everything that you are going to see 
in your future is already present and known to you
you have that wisdom hidden within you
only you have forgotten the way
you have forgotten the hidden wisdom within you
and that is the greatest message
all the buddhas have simply said one thing to you
that you are already a buddha
they are not lying to you…it is not a lie
they are encouraging you 
that you are already a buddha …it is your ultimate truth

and keep dreaming…do not let that dream die
that dream is giving you wings to fly
when you see a living buddha
something awakens in you
a buddha is nothing but a mirror
reflecting your ultimate glory

like a seed…you can see the seed but you cannot see the tree
but the seed is sitting and dreaming and it knows that it is a tree 
and there are the fruits and there are the flowers…
had the seed not known that it is going to happen 
it would not have given birth to itself

each human being is a seed carrying the dream present within
it just has to wait and that longing and that thirst will create its reality
the tree did not come out of nowhere
it was present and hidden within the seed
hence life is nothing but a déjà vu

if you live your life correctly
plant the seed in the correct space
give it the right nourishment
give it the right love
pay attention to the life within it
and keep dreaming 
that dream will never die 
and one day you will say…
aha…i already saw this a long time ago…

within every human being…within your seed is your cosmic intelligence
you have your consciousness….your body…your mind…
collective consciousness…superconsciousness…cosmic consciousness
you are already a buddha in your cosmic consciousness
you are carrying that dream as a reality
the rest of you is dreaming…but that is a reality
that reality cannot be touched by anybody
that you are to be a buddha…it is your birthright…your ultimate reality
hence you are carrying that dream since lives upon lives upon lives

truth knows how to find truth ultimately
it has nothing to do with you
let me tell you very simply
a buddha knows perfectly well that it has nothing to do with him
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walk on the path and share abundantly this message
and you are a brave young man
never forget ever…you have everything within you
everything is contained within you

you do not need a drop of information from outside
just kindle what you have…burn your own inner fire
and you will laugh !
and you can see what i am saying
i am not borrowing from anybody
i am nobodies puppet
i love my master so i am speaking on my own authority

my master made me a warrior
and i need to share this message that you are enough unto yourself
it is out of my love for you that i am saying it to you
and if you feel encouraged…i am blessed
that another warrior is going to come and dance and celebrate
we need to gather thousands of such people
we need to re ignite this message in each person we see
we have not lost…we simply have lost interest
go in once again

and sometimes a disciple can do more than a master
because the master you have known as the master
but an ordinary man like me…
if it can be possible
even where i am…if that much is possible
at least walk that much distance
and you will know for yourself
keep dreaming…keep dreaming 
and go deep into your dream 
and you will remember…it is hidden within you

they are not there to show themselves
they are celebrating
but they are full of tears

their celebration has no joy
because to see their fellow friends
not flying in the same sky which they deserve
it hurts them

so out of their compassion 
they go mirroring people
and they are being abused and ridiculed 
and shouted at and judged

but they do not care
existence is so beautiful that if they do not share
what will they do with this beautiful psychedelic experience ?

keep reminding yourself
whenever you come across truth
remind yourself that this is your path
never forget for a moment that this is your path
it is your destiny
you need to own it
do not be afraid
do not be shy what people will say to you
listen to them and encourage them
listen…you too are a buddha
this is the message of osho
be courageous
accept your responsibility
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question     yesterday you talked about the principles and the values 
of the mystics could you talk a little more about that?

a mystic has no principles

question     or his values ?

he has no values
everything is of ultimate value
from the dustbin to the diamonds
inner values are different

did you mean inner values ?
did i talk about it yesterday ? 
you ask a fresh question…
i do not remember about yesterday
today i may not be a mystic
today i may be the master sitting here
just joking…
when i am not here who is here ?
ok…i am just teasing you people…

question     that is what i heard…you talked about celebration and 
being yourself and being free and i was wondering 
if these are the main values or principles ?

these are all lies
celebration…ecstasy…joy…
these are all lies…do not listen
this is just to encourage you
the inner journey needs a deep sincerity
it needs a great thirst
it needs a total inner dedication
it needs a vast vision

it needs a relaxed way of searching deep into your being
it is not an easy journey
in a way it is very difficult to come to that state of ease
because there is so much in you that does not know 
what ease is…what let go is…what peaks are…

you are surrounded with so much information…so much knowledge
so many conditionings and boundaries are set around you
you do not know what is out of the box
you do not know what is out of this bubble…what is the quantum space…
to break this bubble you need a dedicated vision
you need to walk the path with deep sincerity…a great thirst
it is difficult to create that thirst

when you are living in this world
slowly slowly you lose the thirst…that longing…that focus
being surrounded by mystics
by others searching for the truth
they help you remember that there is a journey 
they are all making an intense effort to find the truth

that is why communes are been built around masters
to help you remember the path
and if you are very fortunate that you find a living master
then the journey becomes ultimately simple

just the presence of the master
not only his physical presence 
and his words and his actions 
but his silent being…like a ball of light
keeps feeding you…nourishing you
taking you along the way

that is called the buddhafield of the master
it is a big ball of light
a mother womb that feeds all the people in the buddhafield
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i remember my master osho
he became enlightened in 1952
till 1972 nobody even heard about him
20 years all those idiots who say that they know their master
where were they for those 20 years ?
20 years missing…nobody recognized the master
1972 to 1990 is only 20 years…
half his work of enlightenment has not been known
in 1974 he makes an ashram in poona…
4 or 5 years he speaks
he moves to america…4 years in silence
comes back to india…speaks another 5 years
15 years of recorded messages…4 years of silence…

you have not known osho…
only the second part of osho where his flowering was so total
that you could see the grace…the whole lotus had opened
you are seeing the master of masters
do you remember chander mohan rajneesh ?
do you remember acharya rajneesh…the mystic who became enlightened ?
do you remember acharya ? how about bhagwan ? nothing is known

the world has missed the greatest living master in his stage of fire
and our sannyasin world thinks they know 
who is enlightened and who is not 
here is an example…i am the idiot of the osho world
how sad i feel for them…i have nothing to lose
i am sharing with my beloved friends

it keeps you inspired
it uplifts you
it helps you along the way
the inner journey can be very easy if you find a living master
even while you are sleeping the masters are working
they are continuously showering you with their love
and then you have the buddhafield of other fellow travellers
and the journey becomes easier and easier

with this intense effort
what buddha calls right remembrance
one day your life will be a celebration
and you will not be celebrating
it will celebrate you !
you will not be celebrating 
but you will become a celebration yourself
you will not be…but celebration will remain
you have disappeared completely
and what remains is a state of celebration…effortlessly…
you will not love…you will be dissolved 
and what will remain will be a state of love
no effort…that is the celebration i am speaking of

a state of love…
a state of celebration with no effort
that is very easy yet it is very difficult
you have to choose
a mystic is one who chooses very wisely
not through the head but through the heart

once you feel the heartbeat 
that here is truth…do not leave it
the moment you find a master…
do not hesitate…it is very rare
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all wise people look confused
they do not know where to go
so many choices
they know the path of wisdom 
is to just follow where existence takes them 
and existence does not know the highway

sometimes it goes here…sometimes it goes there
sometimes it falls…that is the beauty
so i am always confused and i do not hide it at all
it is an achievement
i come here and i do not know what is going to happen
something happens

today we went on top of the pyramid
we did not know what is going to happen there
we just walked…

we write some program on the board 
but it never happens like that
3 days we are here…
any program went on time ? no !
mahapath said…today they are tired 
so i said…very beautiful…so i sleep !
we do not know what is going to happen
and such a beauty !

question    you do not seem confused

i am confused… i am sleepy and talking
you ask any intelligent person to come 
and sit in this audience
they will ask me serious questions
you love me so i do not look foolish to you

they have beaten me and abused me 
but i share with them
i love them so much…they deserve what i have found
they deserve what i have found !
i can steal and give it to them…this is the path…very painful
i am saying once you find a master never let him go…catch him 
because they are very mysterious people 

when the moment is right you will understand
and the journey will become very easy
hence i say…the journey is very difficult
but from another side is very easy
if you can fall in love you have already arrived
search the door of love and a master 
and forget about enlightenment
love will lead you…it will take you to the ocean

are you more confused now than before?
i am trying to confuse you...
i am so confused myself !
all i can do is confuse others
before i met osho i was not confused
i knew what is black and what is white
i knew my future…i know my destiny…
i knew everything

when i met my master
confusion became my life
i never looked like an idiot before
when i met him…you know…
when a person is in love…
i lost my brain completely
i lived with my heart 
and the heart looks foolish and confused
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that is the beauty of being an osho disciple
i am not responsible for anybody
he is the master of masters…
i am just a disciple…what the heck !
i can take it easy

when you go to osho and ask him a question
he will answer you…three hours
three hours for one question !
he will go from the very beginning of time…prehistoric man…caveman 
and he will take you into the future…new man…right ?
we are such blessed people
if i do not know the answer there must be a book…go and read lao tzu
or you search the answer in this book or that...

we are so lucky that we can dance and celebrate
and i do not need to read
i read about 500 books of osho
unfortunately i read 500…but i do not remember a word
i read when i was very young…just 18…
and the reason i was reading then was because i could not meet him
just to feel…feel him from a distance and the rhythm of his heart
i would read him and feel him from a distance
i would read him and i would go into a trance reading him
just feeling…ah…he is speaking this way
that is how i read him…just feeling and connecting inwardly
i do not remember anything
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this silence
so full of sweetness
can you taste it ?
it is so sweet
this taste is the taste of your being
so sweet…so juicy…so filling…so fulfilling…

this is the taste of you when you are open…receptive…
grateful for this beautiful life that is flowing through you
when you taste it in each and every act of yours
just naturally flowing through your actions
then each and every act of yours becomes so beautiful and graceful
then each and every act of yours spreads the centre to the periphery

from the source draw the act through the heart
let is pass through and flow through your finger tips
let the source spread slowly slowly through your entire interiority
so this light can fill your inner being
and you become so filled with this silence
that slowly slowly it starts radiating outside you
there is no boundary to your inner being
the moment you know your inner
there is no more inner and no more outer
the inner and the outer melt and merge
and you can feel its radiation

oaxaca
monte alban | tule | mitla 

9 may 2010
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meeting people like me
watching me live my day
you can see
i am open…available…simple…
a simple human being

the only special thing about me is i am very still…
utterly slow…and i live gently…meditatively…
that is not a great achievement
it is becoming utterly ordinary

drop all rush and desire and running around
be comfortable with yourself
and this radiation is natural
this is your natural state of enlightenment
and what is enlightenment but being home
being content…silent and settled ?
what else is enlightenment ?
some flashing bulbs in the head ?
some loud noise ?
nothing…

can you live simply ? love totally ? live totally ?
accept yourself the way you are 
no inner fight…no inner struggle
a total inner acceptance…a deep inner settlement
and you will realize that which is already present within you
it is already present…
how to make this presence deeper so you can live meditatively
each time you act consciously
you are creating a space within your being
for this light to filter inwards and to create a home
from the centre to the periphery
when the inner and the outer become one
you are no more and the whole is

hence i say…live meditatively
live each and every small act consciously
and in that small act of yours 
the centre will find its way and flow
be gentle with yourself
be open…
do not close yourself to yourself
have a nice deep rest
feel your inner being
take a deep relaxed breath and let it flow
how easy can it be ?

truth is easy…it has always been easy
nothing difficult
i do not understand why there is so much difficulty 
about this simple understanding
perhaps you have no time for yourself 
perhaps you are in too much of a hurry
maybe that hurry has made you forget yourself
and in that rush and madness of searching things
you got lost and then you hear about yourself 
and then you start running after something new
but yourself is within you…stop this running around
just relax…

i always say…before you go to search for truth
see what you have present within you
see what is already within you 
and if you find nothing
then think about going to find it elsewhere
but if you look within you will not need to go anywhere
because truth is already within you
you are paying attention to so many other things
you do not know how to pay attention to your silent self
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you are no more isolated as an individual
but the whole pours through you
because there is no barrier
such simple words and you can understand what i am saying
this is the experience of meeting a mystic
he will be utterly simple…nothing extra ordinary
you have only forgotten your extra ordinary ordinariness
and once you realize you will be grateful…not to me
but to this beautiful existence that is giving you life

i am simply sharing this abundance 
and i have nothing else to do
it is so abundantly showering 
in everything i see
i am simply expressing naturally

so you do not need to be grateful to me
be grateful to the life within you
be grateful to all that surrounds you
open your heart
do not hold back
and nothing prevents it from entering in you

that is why osho says
dance with the rain…dance with the stars…dance with the moon
in this open state…you disappear 
and that miracle is revealed to you
nothing is going to happen
it is already happening
do not think something great will happen
it will simply reveal itself to you
and you will say…ohhh…aaha…really ?
everywhere so much light…
it is already showering

nobody believes it when somebody says this…
just melt and merge and you will find it
people are afraid
i am so big ? i have such a big treasure ?

i have been told i have nothing
i have been told i am nobody
i have been told i am stupid
i have been told i am good for nothing
nobody accepts me the way i am

everybody rejects me
my parents reject me…my friends reject me…
my education rejects me…my society rejects me 
and the moment you dance everyone rejects you even more
they cannot accept your ecstasy…are you hypnotized ?
some magic mushroom ? hallucinations ?

i have been watching for years…i just remain silent
what to say ? how to define my madness ?
why should i go to people and tell them i am not mad
they will think i am more mad
why i have to go and explain that i am not crazy
so i say…ok…i am crazy
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it is very painful to wait 
and carry a treasure that is not mine
this treasure is yours
this treasure is one that belongs to my sannyasin friends
i am already very guilty
i am hiding something
so slowly slowly i am coming out of my shell and speaking
thank you all allowing me this opportunity 
to say something that have been holding for so long

any questions or anything to say ?

question ( from bhakti )    thank you for giving us this secret today
i have been waiting so long with my heart open
i have been waiting to feel it alive again
i have been waiting and for that i am grateful to you 
for being here…thank you…

i have not said anything yet !
but bhakti already knows what i am going to say
there are many people who already know secretly 
but are afraid…should i say it or i will look stupid

somewhere…silently…the master watches
somewhere…silently…the mystery school of the master exists
either the master has gone and disappeared 
or he is present mysteriously somewhere
mystics are not so foolish
this being of light of our beloved master 
is one of the greatest treasures this universe has known
that being of light…the astral body of our master is hidden somewhere
definitely !
no master wastes this treasure
so let us wait and watch where he appears…how he appears

i did not speak about my inner experience for seventeen years
i simply gave up…not worth
but now the time has come
in fact i feel guilty…i do not comfortable hiding this treasure
it will be very ugly of me to hide my love
to hide this beautiful experience
so in spite of the world that goes on fighting against me
i keep going and seeking few beautiful people

so i can share before i leave this body 
whatsoever i have
this is the only way i can say thank you to existence
i have to sing its song
i have to dance its dance

especially for my beloved master osho
this world has become so dark
nobody expresses their beauty
i owe it to my master

and there are many things i keep secret
waiting for the time when i have enough intelligent lovers
to reveal such secrets that can only be spoken to very selected few
i am waiting
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in the traffic…i cannot find anybody there
i go to the world of dream and search few people
maybe…in the state of nomind…catch him !

i have spoken about sleep and the beauty of sleep many times
actually my expertise is dreaming and sleep…i am an expert !
but today i am not going to speak about it 

but it is good…thank you for that welcome
it is true…you saw me in your dream
absolutely true
it is like a radio wave…you have a radio here
it is looking how to catch the waves
we are a fabric…one unity
and mystics are always found 
in that trance like state or in dream

did i look like this ?

questioner     yes ! and you were surrounded by many people

these are beautiful qualities…
you yourself are a mystic
if you can tune in
there is a window open in you

now you have a good meditation for yourself
are you on the tour with us?
i am going to speak about dreaming 
and going into the black hole and hypnosis
all these subjects i am going to bring one by one

whenever you are in your room
remember this experience
it is a window
somewhere the window is awake in you

even just for basic abc…
osho has said many times that if there are six people present 
who can bring me down…the seventh will be me
so we have more than six…
there are more than six ancient wise people here

perhaps we are witnessing his beauty
perhaps he is just here…hanging like a balloon
and why not ?
this is the way the mystic looks
searches the presence of luminous beings
and not only osho…
there are many mystics and masters 
still hanging above us and they actually descend

question     few days before i came here i dreamt about you and
i would like to know what is this kind of phenomenon…

i must have been dreaming about you people so we met
before you dream i dream and i send a message
we are living in a pool of consciousness
somehow the world of dreaming is far more real 
than the real world

it has happened to many people
many people have told me 
they saw me in their dream
continuously they tell me 
they saw me in their dreams
in fact i saw my master in my dream too 
so i can understand you
people like me are floating in the world of dream
but people are so awake they miss me completely
their minds go here and there…they are in the world
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this reminds me of something that happened recently
there is this sannyasin woman…malika…
she came to me and she says…you came to me in my dream
i said…wow…i am so lucky…she is very beautiful ! 
i said i am very lucky that i can come into your dream
many men are lined up to go into her dream…

then she asked me...i am having this trouble what should i do ? 
i told her…there is only one solution…you go and hug a tree…
she started crying so i asked her what is happening ?
and she said…i asked you exactly this question in my dream 
and you gave me exactly this answer
you told me to go to a tree and hug a tree and do this with the tree
you told me in my dream 
so that is why i wanted to ask you this question
is it true ? 
i said absolutely true
strange world…

no more secrets…enough for today
this is my favourite subject…dream…sleep
too much information in the head is too much
already i have spoken too much
it is a deep subject so i am not avoiding
i will speak another time

tomorrow we are going to the forest 
the forest is so powerful
there is so much prana in the air
i am looking forwards to go there
and there are many waterfalls
so that we can sit in silence
we have not started to sit deeply as yet
all this chitter chatter is just so you become comfortable with me

it is the same window of meditation
you do not need me for it

you know that there is a window
you have that ability to catch something mysterious
so again and again…remember it 
and that passage will become bigger for you

osho has given candle light meditation
try candle light meditation before going to sleep
that can be a beautiful opening for you until we meet again 
and if you want to find me…go into your dream and catch me
red indians have this…the dream catcher…
put a dream catcher…put my photo…

( everybody laughs… )
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it is just for comfort level
soon you will not need so many words anymore
you will sit in silence and listen to the waterfall 
enough moisture in the air to awaken the life in us
we are going towards more green

any questions ?
mmm…enough bla bla for today ? very good
do not listen to my rubbish
just sit with the waterfall

just that tree we saw today
can you feel the tree ?
it is going to walk with you everywhere you go now
once you touch something silently with an open heart
that tree energy will flow everywhere
you can close your eyes and feel the tree 
as if you are touching it 
suddenly you feel…aha…the tree is sending me energy
such a magnificent tree

talking about trees you know there is a tree in india
the maulshree tree 
osho became enlightened under that tree
you know osho became enlightened under the maulshree tree in india ?
you do not know ?
it is called the maulshree tree
we made a little present for everybody
just one leaf of that tree under which osho became enlightened

it connects you to the tree today
you see a person becoming enlightened

and he is talking about the grass 
and the trees and the sky…
you see ?
you become enlightened and you see the grass
what does it indicate to you ?
what does this indicate to you about enlightenment ?
pure nonsense ? 
utterly simple…just earth…

the very search of something complicated 
in enlightenment is so ridiculous
first thing you realise the beauty 
of every blade of grass
and nothing preventing you 

we can all sit in the garden tomorrow 
and look at the grass 
and appreciate its beauty
let us try next camp
we walk around the forest 
look at all the trees and the leaves 
just like children enjoying
something in you will trigger
next camp new meditation
just walking…looking at trees
just feeling the breeze
ok?
enough blah now
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i am in that state continuously
you can see me 
anywhere you put me 
i close my eyes and i am gone
i do not care whether there is sun on my head 
or a mosquito on my face

nothing makes any difference to me anymore 
anywhere…anywhere !
even on the toilet…
i am not joking !
anywhere…
it is a state you can carry anywhere 
everywhere and anywhere

you are losing your ego
and melting and merging 
whatsoever you find 
wherever you find it

and soon you will be walking like me !
in the airport…in the railway station
everywhere…
just meditative…

chiapas
palenque | agua azul  
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to keep intuition alive you see and you forget
you see and you forget…you see and you forget…
i will explain it to you another way 
there is the word awareness
awareness is a quality
it is simply a flame of light 
now that flame is showing you something 
but that is not awareness…it is simply showing you

a flame is burning in the dark
and it shows you the objects in the room
but the flame is not trying to show you the objects
it does not know that it is showing you the chair and the window and the door
the flame is simply burning like a flame
it does not know what it shows you
you see it because of the light
but the light does not know that it is showing you anything
hence i say that the state of awareness is like a flame in the dark

it is the quality of the flame that shows you things
but the flame does not know it is showing you anything
the moment it knows it is showing you something 
it has lost its quality 
it became the object

i say…awareness is not aware of anything
the quality of awareness is not even aware that unawareness exists
truth does not know that there is anything untruthful
it only knows itself…
the candle knows itself
it does not know anything that it is surrounded with…
you understand ?
awareness is not aware of anything but itself
in fact awareness is utterly blind
in itself it is blind…
so it accepts everything the way it is

question     how to know the distinction between
judgement and intuition ?

the person who has real intuition 
never judges
that is intuition…
intuition is very deep
intuition is part of wisdom 
judgement is part of the mind
intuition does not look for the answer
it is a quality of being
the very beauty of intuition 
creates more freedom

intuition is lower
seeing is higher
when i was in my samadhi
keeping my eyes closed
everything was shown to me
i was not even asking for intuition to function
it continuously revealed things and things 
and things to me
it almost became a nightmare

intuition has a beauty
a certain quality
my understanding is
intuition remains silent
it knows and becomes more silent
and that keeps intuition alive
the moment you label
intuition dies and you have a result
that result is called judgement…
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twenty five years years have passed after my experience
now i know nothing… 
one more explosion is going to happen soon
everything will explode once more for the last time
and again everything will be known to me…everything 

and i hope i lose it again…that is my only wish
that when my next explosion happens i will make an announcement 
of who i really am…i know who i am
exactly…

the experience is going to happen very soon
everything will be known
the whole history of osho
every single movement of his 
every single thing that has happened
everything will be known to me
that window will open and i will lose it
i will take it and throw it away 
and retain my innocence 

that is why all the buddhas are total idiots
every enlightened master is an idiot
he does not know anything
others know everything
this is right…this is wrong…this is this…this is that
but an enlightened man is totally ignorant
he knows nothing 
only he knows the state of enlightenment

they asked osho once 
so many things are happening in oregon…you do not know ?
he says i do not know anything…i only know myself
his trust is there but he does not know anything

you think osho knows 
what is going on outside his bedroom ?
he is simply seeing the flame 
all enlightened people are blind people
and they never judge anybody
wherever they look there is a buddha
whatever they see they see a buddha
wherever they look there is love…
it is their blindness !

intuition is very similar to this
it knows but does not do anything
it does not get stuck to anything
it never judges 
very strange answer but it is my living experience

many years ago i knew everything
i am not joking…i knew everything
because i was using the light to show me things 
and that was utter stupidity
and today i am telling you honestly i know nothing 
i have become much wiser…
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is it your finger ? is it your nose ?
which part of you is scared ?
just look at that question 
that part of you that is scared is not the finger 
it is the mind…the thought that i do not know where am i going
and the not knowing is the fear
it is not a great fear 
the mind is telling you…i do not know where am i going 
the mind wants to know where it is going

mind can never know
it can only analyze and try to give you a direction
so the word fear is actually imagination
when you are not living your life
fear will be there

actually there is no such thing as fear in you
we just label
there is fear in me because i do not know where am i going
nothing more than that…
it is an open ended energy 
you do not know where it is 
you are so intelligent 

forget the word fear
say i am ignorant…i do not know where am i going 
now at least a different word…ignorant
it is a great mystery
that is beautiful 

i say when you will open the door you will find this hand
you will say ok…now i know…
i say open the door again the same hand will be there
i say open the third door and the same hand will be there
and i say open another door and the same hand…
you will say…boring…hell with it 

then i can move on
it sounds strange
but just imagine you are carrying 
an encyclopaedia britannica 
on your head
how heavy it is !

just imagine a person of freedom 
he does not have any place to carry anything 

would he carry the whole akashic records with him ?
all that knowledge ?
he will say…ok now i know everything
all is known to me…better to get rid of it

you can try for yourself
all the knowledgeable people
are so fed up with their knowledge
they look how to get rid of it
you will understand one day

just be an idiot
that is why i laugh…i enjoy in my life 
i am very stupid
many times i say it is my only qualification
i do not know anything…i do not know where to go 
i stop doing things…i stopped gathering things

question     i am afraid of the unknown…how can i watch this fear ?

you already have the answer in your question
you are feeling scared ?
just think of that word scared…
who is scared ?
which part of you scared ?
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and you are too young to have fear
where is the fear ?
such a juicy person…
back to dancing…throw the fear away

have you seen her dance ? 
she is boom boom boom…everywhere !
i am scared of her ! 
my god…she is very scary !
have you seen her dance ?
she has her one hand this way…
one leg that way…
one arm that way

no control…no control…
out of control !
this is not the way of a fearful person !
one hand flying…one leg flying
all the people around her started moving away
this woman is dancing like a madman

next time we do transzendance 
you please come in the front row
ok ?
now back to dancing…

i do not want to live this life anymore
there will be no fear because you have a 9 to 5 job
same door opens…same boss…same office…
no fear because you go to the work everyday
but you lose your job
same door does not open…same boss is not there
you are in fear

no no no
it is a mislabelling of the word
there is no fear in you
you are a fearless being 
you are an equating energetic phenomenon 
the mystery is getting more beautiful
do you want to enter the same door everyday ?
it will be boring !

so keep finding new doors
and you will get lost 
you will say…wow…
this is a very beautiful and tasty experience
no fear…where is the fear ?
still fearing the unknown ?
fear the known !
do not fear the unknown…
the unknown is life
more experiences…more opportunities

fear what you know because that is already dead  
and can never be repeated again
people are doing the same thing again and again
they have no fear…they are comfortable 
they follow their routine everyday…same routine
and they are not afraid of anything
you see ?
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this stillness 
just this stillness
and everything within you simply comes to a stop
a deep silence enters and expands you
such a simple way to go in 
just learn your inner stillness
learn to open the window and expand this silence

this silence expands you
the deeper you will go into silence 
the deeper the stillness will enter you 
the more it expands your wings of consciousness

silence has no doors 
you are not searching for a door
because if silence is the ultimate 
then there are no doors to prevent you 
from expanding your being
all the doors that are preventing you 
are nothing but movement and mind
it is an illusion that there is a door 

there has never been a door !
it has always been an open sky 
the mystic is searching for the unbounded space
the space within him that does not bind him or prevent him
from opening his wings and fly
so there is only one key
a silent witnessing presence

chiapas
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the whole body will join hands with this existence that is buzzing
and you will feel the grace of it 
it carries you
you are floating in its presence 
it is a floating experience 
no gravity…just floating like a breeze

osho calls it the white cloud
just a pure witness gently hovering above you
and taking you along on your journey
this is not a dream
this is a reality of you and your presence
such a simple way 

how to become sensitive and silent
and listen to that inner voice ?
the instrument is your body
silence the mind
enter your inner temple 
create the right climate
eat right…sleep right…
feed it the right nourishment

prepare this body for finer and finer experiences
from solid become fluid 
from fluid create fire and evaporate
solid…liquid…gas 
they are all contained within you

the noise is there 
the emotion is there but so is the silence
where do you focus ? where do you search ?
there is only one way
stillness…silence
no opening of doors
no keys

all you need to do is to refine your search
look at existence through mystical eyes
you cannot use ordinary senses to search the truth 
you need a sense of stillness and silence
and that is not searching the truth
it already knows the truth
hence you are missing what you have
a simple key 

expand your being without any boundary 
the language of silence and deepening stillness 
is the only answer 
and it is not an answer 
it dissolves you because there will be no answer in that silence 
that silence will explode in you 
and a vast showering of deafening sound…deafening sound ! 
the soundless sound of om will enter you 
you have entered the secret door of silence 

because this silence is not dead
it is full of aliveness 
filled with the sound of om
it is so loud that you cannot hear it
just like the waterfall today
that sound drowning you continuously 
is your inner sound of aliveness

a small opening…a small glimpse 
and you will suddenly be filled with it
the sound will spread your interior and fill you
and slowly slowly it will start radiating 
out of your fingertips
the whole body will start sending a signal of om
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the hidden treasure does not mean remove what you do not like
leave it there…it has its purpose
you need to know how to go beyond it
even that stone and that hurdle…they are part of your growth
transformation does not mean to deny yourself
transformation does not mean you do not accept the negative in you
that is not transformation 
then you are trying to judge and remove something
you are trying to change yourself

but nobody asks you to change anything 
because you will change one thing and you will put something else
and how do you know the other is better than this one ?
at least the old one is your old enemy
you know him well
better to keep the old enemy and understand the old enemy 
than to find a new enemy

so do not change yourself for anybody or anything else
hence transformation is a simple energetic phenomenon 
it has nothing to do with the outer and change 

glimpses keep coming to you again and again then you lose it
and again you get a glimpse and you go deeper into it and again you lose it
and again you find it and again you lose it
in the losing and the finding 
your awareness of its presence becomes more profound

black board…white chalk
so even your unconscious states 
are helping you see the conscious
consciousness and unconsciousness 
both go hand in hand
helping you to see the contrast

that is why osho says…transformation
he does not say…change
transformation is using whatsoever you have within you
even the unconscious in you…even that stone in you
that stone will create a flow
that stone in the path will create a desire to go beyond it
everything within you that is positive and negative both
if you respect both sides in you 
you will find the hidden treasure
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it is a vertical transformation of a single moment
all is perfect
any moment that you peak and reach that point
know perfectly well that you have reached
now taste the experience and deepen it
do not look for more or for another experience

you have to learn how to stand on a razors edge
just one pindrop
one pindrop of silence 
deeper and deeper and deeper
and each experience creates a space 
to drink that same moment again
and the moment the sky and the earth 
will become one linear vertical moment
you will completely disappear
you are enlightened every moment 
and there is no other way

even an enlightened person 
has to remain alert and enlightened every moment
if it becomes permanent for a master
it will be another hell
because he will become so accustomed to it
there will be no more delight and newness and freshness to it 

even an enlightened master lives each moment totally
he has not become enlightened so he does not need to live anymore 
it is a false idea that enlightenment is forever
a nice hallelujah…hallelujah…and the angels are singing…
he cannot lose it because he is always alert
sometimes his body needs rest too
so he brings his peak down and goes to sleep

to change what the society and the people judge you for
has nothing to do with you
it is an energetic state 
slowly take it higher…to the highest point within you
and you will see all is perfect herenow
when you are dancing in ecstasy you are perfectly herenow
now that is transformation

once you tasted it you know all the rubbish is still there
but still you could peak to the highest point within you
see the light shower
drink from it and fill your entire being
but you are still the same person
you did not cut any part away…
now this is transformation 
and drop by drop the higher will transform the lower 
slowly slowly it will filter through 

it will be a natural happening each moment you are peaking 
that experience is transforming you that very moment
you are already enlightened and you are experiencing a window 
and a glimpse into your enlightened state 
so why search for more ?
more is part of the mind
deepening is not part of the mind but an inner thirst 
the wiser you will become the more you will learn how to drink
and it is not more…it is a deepening of the same moment 
just a single moment 
that moment is the experience of your eternity

stretch that moment 
do not ask for more 
more is going horizontal
deepen the experience and live that moment deeper
you see what i am saying ?
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you never lose an experience
you are just getting rest for a moment from that excitable state
just imagine twenty four hours you have to dance
we put on the music and we keep dancing and dancing
one song…two songs…you dance…very nice
but three four five six seven eight…
just dance…dance…dance…dance…dance…
you say…now it has become hell
now you need no music…no dance
you need silence
and in that silence you realize the dance 
and in the dance you realize the silence

that is the art of learning how to balance your life
just understand the harmony and the centre in balance
and you know that both the wings can be thrown away
you can find the vertical centre
use the opposites to find the centre 

that is the intelligent sannyasin
working…resting
waking…sleeping
male…female
expression…silence
dance…stillness 
now you learn how to mix
so simple

actually whatever i am saying 
you already know
that is why i am saying
the silence within you already knows
you already know 
just listen to it again and again

enlightenment is a strange phenomenon 
it is never permanently awakened
sometimes he needs some rest too
and he becomes silent
when he needs to peak he peaks 
when he need to rest he rests 
all the time peaking would be stupid
each one of you have experienced so many mini glimpses
searching for more is the mind

search for nothing more 
just that point of experience…taste it deeply 
taste it with everything within you
remember the taste deeply 
and the moment you will close your eyes 
that deep moment will appear before you

it has not left you 
you have never lost it
you have just lost the peaked experience
because you have come to a lower point of witnessing
you never lose your enlightened state…it is impossible
you can never lose your experiences 
this is simply impossible

it happened because you were at that height
and you think it is lost because now you are at a lower height
but it is simply hanging above you
just look and see…aah…it is there

any moment you want to relive an experience 
that you feel has been the highest and the deepest in you 
just close your eyes in deep silence and gratitude
a deep reverence to your own inner light
and there it will face you…just as a reminder
that my friend…i am still there
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i am saying it simply
i am still trying to find 
why there are so many masters in this world
so many theories…so many searchers…so many answers…
it is all so ridiculously simple
what are those who have found doing for you ?
creating more and more riddles
you have an innocent life 
you do not know…so you do not know
hell with it !

if you did not understand the word enlightenment 
and you are just a beautiful farmer in a village
just working on your farm…tired you go to sleep
you know your inner contentment
you have a nice deep sleep 
just that beauty of innocence…
enlightenment creates a new desire 
if you lose innocence on the inner journey of truth
i rather forget truth and find my innocence !
innocence is far more precious than any truth

all my friends here…forget about this rubbish enlightenment
it is ultimately rubbish
have a nice laugh and settle with what you have
you will grow from your inner sense of understanding 
this light will never stop in you 
and each dance we are dancing
i really say to you 
you are enlightened in that moment

last night we were dancing under the rain 
so many people were wondering 
where where where have we come from ?
everybody was enlightened !

it was such a surprise…so beautiful !
just the radiation of light everywhere
total and complete
whoever danced last night in that beautiful rain 
everything was present
how many moments of ecstasy you experienced ?
how much more one can ask ?
it was so beautiful…

i do not know what am i saying…
any serious question ?

some magic in this place
it feels like a jungle…anything can come from any corner
keep looking around 
it is a mysterious space…such beautiful nature
it makes you look at every tree and all the green
so beautiful…
what a nice journey we are on

we get a space to meditate and get a chance to celebrate
non seriously moving around here and there
just imagine you are in one room and in deep meditation
everything is so perfect but no celebration ! 
this place is so juicy !
beautiful waterfalls…nice trees…beautiful pyramids
so many places to explore and yet you are mystically present

i love this mexico magical tour !
everything happens spontaneously 
nothing is organised
and the beauty and the rhythm 
and the flow of this moment 
is in perfect balance
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if you choose that way…you can move that way 
you are free to move towards darkness
nobody is there to prevent you or to condemn you or to judge you
you choose freely 
and that is the lesson and the learning and the beauty of your life

make a mistake…fall…enjoy…have a laugh
stand up…take a walk…enjoy and have a laugh
finding the balance between the two

you can create a destiny for others
buddhas create destiny for their fellow friends
by guiding them toward the light 
towards love…towards celebration

and that is a ultimate destiny… 
if there is destiny it is the celebration of your buddhahood 
then you came to the destiny of life
you are destined to become enlightened whichever way you go
howsoever long it takes

this journey is really becoming beautiful
everything wrong is right and everything right is right
everything is perfectly right
we are really fortunate
i did not know i would be so lucky
i am beginning to realize the beauty of this journey

question     what about destiny ??

you want a serious answer or you want a joke ?
it is a joke !
that word is a joke… 
it is the most stupid joke

destiny means that you are carrying an answer within you for the future
you are not even here and already the future is there
there is no future…there is only a deepening of the present moment
your destiny is to live this moment deeper and deeper and deeper  
it is not destiny…it is a realization

destiny means somebody has given you a future
you must be an idiot
you have your own space
you are totally free to walk your journey
no god or anybody can give you a destiny
nothing !
you are your own destiny and that is the very beauty of life
you are free to create and carve out your own life

and why have a destiny ? are you a slave ?
only slaves have a destiny
you are free…each step you take
you are responsible and creating your own inner light
a journey for yourself with your own inner darkness
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you can complain that this is not right and that is not right
anywhere you will go the complainer will complain
whether you are in new york city or in california
or in india or in mexico…
anywhere you will complain
and those who know to celebrate and live
they will celebrate everywhere…no matter where !

we are such juicy group of people
what a beautiful journey 
i am simple amazed !
where can you find fifty people gathered together
moving and having space to be on your own 
and see things and meditate ?
a nice and beautiful balance
no spiritual people here…

i am feeling scared now 
i am talking so much…it sounds very spiritual
just bla bla bla bla
i speak like this in my bedroom…in the bathroom
you can ask mini…i talk like this…this is natural talk 

within you there is a source of life
and life will always find life and more life
the destiny of life is towards life
how you live your life is up to your intelligence
you have to be intelligent to be a mystic
value your life…walk your path and celebrate it

can you feel your good fortune ?
so many beautiful people are travelling during these thirty days
there are so many beautiful places 
all prepared and made easy for your journey
and in the afternoon or in the evening 
you get two three times to remember 
your inner journey and your outer journey 

and no fuss here…no fussy people here
all relaxed…no fuss that you have to find the truth
everybody is enjoying and that is a way to be
if you enjoy to swim under the waterfall 
you enjoy all that noise in the bus 
everything you enjoy then you have a great master key
you know how to celebrate everything
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soon you will begin to realize 
the watcher is no one else but you 
yourself watching yourself
you are observing each act of yours
even if you do not know it
but something deep within you is watching you constantly
and following you like a shadow
you think it is a shadow... 
it thinks you are its shadow

the moment you will go deeper and deeper in meditation
you will become the shadow…it will be the master
and you will feel like a nobody 
as if a large space looms
like a strong witness is taking you along the way
like a big cloud over you watching you all the time
that is presence 

that presence is no one but you realizing yourself
and it is important to have this experience 
because when you will die that presence will remain
that is a beautiful experience 
an experience of duality
you and something else watching you

it is reminding you of something
and when you hang out with people like me
it is going to grow stronger and stronger
it is not where you think it is
it is exactly that light there hanging above you
you are following it

slowly slowly new experiences gather
it is no more two…but thousands
now you have moved to the collective consciousness

question     lately i have been feeling a presence…i do not know…
as if they are following me…what is this feeling ?

you are being followed
whether you like it or not
better get used to it 
it is going to make you scared

the moment you realize something of your mysterious nature
you are no more one
right now you are one 
aha…i am here and the world is out there
no no…you are nowhere and everybody is surrounding you
it is a very strange experience
the moment you start meditating you learn 
to experience from being independent to interdependence
on many things surrounding you
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but soon something starts disturbing you
others are disturbing you
there is no other
you are swimming in the other
and that is the greatest trouble the meditator has

he becomes so crystallized in his own meditation 
and his own sense of being 
that he isolates himself from this vast humanity
that is the crystallized spiritual ego

there is a moment you have to forget about yourself and meditation 
and learn the art of acceptance and total let go 
the moment you accept and let go 
the whole collective consciousness will start supporting you
because you are not judging anymore 

you are accepting everybody the way they are
that inner acceptance of everybody the way they are 
gives you the power of the collective consciousness
from the individual to the collective to the cosmic
that is why the meditator has to learn to forget his meditation
you understand ?

when you lose the sense of yourself
you become a witnessing presence 
and soon you will start melting and merging with others
that is why the buddha says…acceptance
first you are yourself…an ego
then you realize your presence and you will become two
and then you realize a greater presence…you become many
and that is why you need to learn acceptance
you merge your individual consciousness into the collective consciousness
and now you do not know where you are anymore
you will be totally lost

and then you will find something vaster
the buddhafield of the master 
it is the collection of all the beings in the masters womb
and you will be thrown further into total chaos
you have entered the cosmos 
the cosmic beings 

and all the trees will speak to you 
and the birds and the animals and the rain and the rocks
you have totally lost your whole centre
and being spread out from one to two…
two to many…many to infinite…

keep getting lost
do not hold anything as an answer
that this is me and this is my witness
that me will be a crystallized ego
you are swimming with everybody in one ocean
so as long as you are happy you are fine

then your witness is happy and you are fine with your meditation
now you are there
your meditation is there
everything is good
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the moment you reject somebody 
the moment you judge somebody 
whether you know it or not 
you have created a very fine shield…a bubble…
and that bubble does not hurt the other 
it prevents you from accepting energies that are coming to you
there is a collective field of energy
how to tap it…how to drink from it…
the word again…acceptance 

keep getting lost deeper and deeper into the mystery
never find the way back home 
the homeless moving wondering mystic…totally lost… 
never return home 
each home is a grave
each answer is a graveyard
everything that you will find will be your grave
everything you lose will be your freedom

many times i say i am utterly lost
i found so many answers
and each time that answer shook me and threw me out
it was my master…his little pin in my balloon and… 
pooff…
i found another nice big shell to settle
my master came with another pin and…
pooff…boommm !

each time i made a home
my master came and…pooff
such great love
he never allowed me a home 
and i hope i never find a home
this is the beauty of this journey

just accepting people the way they are
absorbing them just for their sake
a window will open
and each time a bigger window opens 
something begins to happen to you
you get more and more confused
you will become more and more lost
keep losing yourself and find a bigger sky
then you will lose yourself again and find a bigger sky
in the end you are it…

be afraid of that shadow 
it is there
slowly slowly you will learn to love it
it is your meditative watchfulness that is holding you

and the next step for you…
accept everybody the way they are 
you laugh a lot and you are very open and loving 
and you have such a bubbling energy
accept everybody
whatever way they are…they are perfectly beautiful
and the collective will start sharing its treasure with you
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you meditate everyday in a one nice room
ahaa…you yourself and the room
everything is perfect 
nobody is there to disturb to you
and you are connecting to your master osho  
perfect…

but here we are…moving…travelling…
learn to connect to him in the bus…
connect to him on the road…on the street…in the rain
learn to meditate in different different spaces 
it is a great learning…

like today we did kundalini near the waterfall
unbalanced on the uneven ground
what a great opportunity !
it can never be the same in a hall
the conditions are not perfect
but it is perfect

because you are there experimenting a new space
people say not to meditate everywhere 
meditate in special places
i say meditate on the roads…on the streets 
under a tree…on top of a pyramid…anywhere 
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( it starts raining… big downpour of tropical rain )

such a vast celebration
the sky dancing with rain
such a celebration !
the air has become sweet
it is such a gift 
everything showering…everything showering
such a sweet sound…so much music in the air
something like this is the sound of samadhi
just showering…like a buzz

this is what going to happen tomorrow near the waterfall 
this sound…
and you are going to drown in it
no need for meditation…so natural

we were speaking of stillness and silence
within this stillness…within this silence
there is another invisible presence that you cannot see
that presence is pure darkness…a vast blackhole
you are swimming in it…

imagine you are in the dark
just a little candle light and you see things
where did the darkness go ?

chiapas
palenque | agua azul  

16 may 2010
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it is present but you cannot see it 
you cannot smell it
you cannot taste it
it is invisible
it will always remain here

because all these light sources are going to exhaust soon
the only great source of light we have is the sun
but there are so many places where the sun does not reach
under the ocean…in the caves…yet life is present everywhere

i have spoken about the blackhole 
it is the ultimate mystery for the seeker of truth
only silence and stillness allows you to dive 
into that invisible space
and if you are fortunate you will be swallowed 
and pulled into the blackhole

it knows no gravity 
nothing can enter it
nothing can touch it
nothing can destroy it

these are the only indications of the ultimate truth
things will come and go 
but the absence…the presence of that absence 
the blackhole will always remain

you have to watch carefully the empty spaces around the objects that you see
look at the emptiness that surrounds you
you are searching emptiness…no thingness 
where is this no thingness ?
where is this emptiness ? 
how to see it ?
the blackhole…

with light you see people…you see objects
but where did the darkness go ?
it is simply present
hidden within the light
surrounding this space 

the deeper you go into stillness and silence 
the more you will become aware that there is a hidden mystery
the blackhole
you cannot remove it
it simply remains silently in the spaces here…between us
you are there…i am here
but that which connects us and cannot separate us 
is a space of darkness
a black ether…swimming…a pool of light 
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there is no perception 
no perception means there is no light that is entering 
and you need light to measure…to perceive…to see…
we need light to know and to see an object
to see anything or to know anything or to experience anything…you need light
distance…time…space…all needs light 
it needs an object to measure

when you fall in the blackhole it is immeasurable
it may be just the size of a coin
it may be as big as the universe 
but there is nothing that you can measure this experience with
one drop of that ocean…just one drop 
and you know this is the whole ocean

one of the greatest experiences…the ultimate unknowable 
is the blackhole 
surrounding this whole space there is a blackhole
so you cannot see it
we know it perfectly well 
that if somebody is sitting there and i am sitting here
it needs time for the light 
for her eyes to see me and my eyes to see her
light needs time to travel

one hundred and eighty six thousand miles per second
is the speed of light
sometimes you see stars that are not present anymore
the light of the star is coming to the earth
it may have happened ten light years back

even light needs time to travel
what to say of the truth !
it is the innerness of light 
it carries the light forward…there is no distance 
and between me and you there is not an atom of distance…no distance

just look at a negative 
everything that you see light is dark
it absorbs the light 
everything that is dark is light
the light is still present there
this is one of the greatest secrets that all the mystics have known
whenever they are pulled in deeper and deeper
and suddenly they fall into a state of samadhi 
they are completely lost and utterly drown 
into the silent womb of the universe

the moment the darkness becomes perfect
you are swimming in it…just like a fish
and the darkness is no more negative… it is positive
filled with a feather like energy…caressing you
giving you a deep rest
when the rest is total 
suddenly an explosion of light
you have reached the centre of the blackhole 

to see light we need darkness
you cannot see light from light 
this darkness of the blackhole 
is what they call the hara
it is the very source of your life 
it is as black as the centre of your eye
just look at the centre of your eyes
there is a black space…a window to your soul
that black space shows you the light

the moment i had my first experience
i was swimming in the dark and suddenly not knowing where i am
all around me the light simply exploded
like an atom bomb
that is when i realized that i was in a blackhole
when you are in it you do not know where you are
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and look for the darkest space in you
where nothing can enter
that centre is called the hara

if you are fortunate something will pull you deeper and deeper
and you will simply fall into it
try to feel what am i saying 
stillness…silence…the blackhole 
nothing there…just pure emptiness
get a taste of it

just by the listening to somebody 
who has dived and fallen into it
just listening…with no word entering you 
and that space will enter you
you will feel it !!
it is like hypnosis…something like hypnos
it is so invisible

like my friend who gives anesthesia
when anesthesia comes into you 
you are there…your brain is there
but something dark fills you 
and it takes you into a deep sleep
just like a coma

this is like water...movement creates waves
as wave goes higher…another wave goes lower
waving…peak and valley...
it is the same ocean…

this one ocean is known as the buddhafield
the master is a blackhole
the master is nothing but a vast blackhole
and the moment you come close…you lose your identity
and suddenly you are swallowed
and you do not know where you are

people ask me what is the meaning of a mystery school
what is a mystery school ? where is it present ?  
how does it work ? where is the living master ?
is he here ? has he gone somewhere ?
when he left the body…where did he go ?
where can the blackhole go ?
it must be hidden somewhere…where is it ? 

why look at the object…why not try to look at that which is absent
you can change your perception of looking at everything in reverse
what you see is not what you see
and what you do not see…is surrounding what you see

you can see my hand very easy
why not see the spaces around it…enveloping the hand ?
you know perfectly well that when you are walking you do not feel gravity
and yet gravity is present
such a strong thing like gravity is keeping your weight down
otherwise you would start flying 
but you do not feel gravity
hence it is impossible to experience the blackhole objectively
you can never see it
but you can perceive it through inner experiences
there is only one way 
to dive deeper and deeper and deeper 
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you cannot wake yourself up 
but you can learn how to sleep
whenever you go to sleep 
you need to start loving the dark that surrounds you
welcome the darkness as your greatest friend
it is giving you a deep sleep…just let go

and the more you will welcome it without fear 
before you fall asleep
you will see the whole room swimming 
a darkness that is swimming
now you are entering the aliveness of the darkness
the moment you can see it you have found the river of life
you need to find this river and see where it takes you

most of my evenings i speak about darkness
about deeper states of rest and deep values of sleep
when the body is tired it will fall into a deep sleep 
and something will pull you deeper and deeper

begin to enjoy your sleep
accept it as the greatest mystical journey of life
you are not present…you are absent 
and the inner hidden mystic will awaken 

people do not value their sleep
they say…i have to get up and go to work
i have to do this…i have to do that
they avoid sleep
you need to appreciate your sleep 

remember…the greatest treasure that you can ever find
will envelope you and awaken you from within
even your eyes will not be open
but you will understand
the inner eye has opened and you will see
you do not need open eyes to see the truth

it is a beautiful experience
coma…it is such a deep sleep 
all the worries are far away 
a deep state of restfulness arises within you 
and hidden powers within you 
that are resting and waiting for this deep rest 
suddenly become active and alive

to understand the very source of your being
to find your hidden potential 
all you need is a deep sleep
such a deep sleep that that which is in you 
gets deep nourishment 
that state of restfulness awakens 
such a beautiful word awakening 
awakening…not waking up…

in my book i have tried to explain this state of awakening
awakening happens from within you
waking up…others wake you up…the mind wakes you up
but awakening is a state of ultimate rest
the state known as samadhi
and that state awakens you…from within…
all the hidden treasures are lying dormant within you
but you do not know how to reach that deep restfulness

rest so deep that it simply overflows 
that it awakens from within your consciousness
understand the word awakening 
it happens in deep sleep
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your whole being is pulling you out 
you are moving out of the body
slowly slowly you are letting go of your holding 
and everything is following you
deeper and deeper to the source 
something in you notices 
a state of alertness
it says…you are leaving the body
you are moving out
your third eye opens 
and something comes back

through your third eye 
you are rushed back in the body
it is a natural process…a circle
the moment you leave the body 
and you are alert enough
you will have a shock
your eyebrows will peak 
your third eye will open and pull you back quickly 
it is pulling you back so you do not die 
you come back in

the door of the navel goes outwards 
the window of the third eye leads inwards
it cannot be opened from inside
it will only open when you are entering back into the body
so meditation is leading you out…into a let go
and awareness is bringing you back in…the third eye

with closed eyes the inner eye opens 
it shows you the light that is within you
it shows you the light that surrounds you

but again the secret is the blackhole 
the absent…nothingness…silence...everywhere
can you see the blackhole herenow 
all are blackholes 
it is not empty space
it is filled with the blackhole
feel the weightlessness…feel it is here
look closely…deeply…mystically…

question     lately when i am meditating i feel the energy is pulling me back 
and i do not know what to do…

you are very lucky 
every meditator has to understand this push back
it is the ultimate let go
the moment you start entering your being 
and you go deeper and deeper
you soon reach the centre of your being…the navel 
you are born from here…the navel…
you have taken the energies upwards

the brain is far away
the navel is the source of life
leave your mind and go deeper into the heart
go deeper and deeper…leave the heart behind
go to your very being from within
you have reached the exit door
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and that is an experience of the third eye
this experience of falling back 
is the third eye re entering...ok ?

are you confused ?
confusion is very beautiful
i am confused all the time 
there is nothing wrong in being confused
because the part of you that is confused is the mind
and we are here to drop it 
so become confused…no problem
forget about it…

the moment you will remember it 
just the thought of it and it will stop happening
so whatever i said it is ultimately rubbish
forget it…
by knowing it…the experience will be disturbed
because when you are falling back you will say
ahaa something is happening
knowledge is your greatest enemy 
whatever experience you have…just enjoy it
and let it be mystically present 

mystics do not search answers
they do not search knowledge
those are good for teachers and idiots
mystics look for mystical experiences 
they drink it and forget about it and move on 
just forget and move on 
then you are available for a new mystical experience
otherwise you are stuck at the third eye
and even if you open the third eye…what you will do ?

i have said it many times
the first point of awareness begins at the third eye
below it all your five senses are divided into two parts
the first point of awareness…of oneness
is experienced at the third eye
this is above…the five senses are below

the first experience of the third eye oneness happens 
when you feel being pushed backwards
it is a simple indication of let go
of surrender…of moving out of the body 
and it wants to come back in through a higher window 

this is a real experience and you are very fortunate
whenever you will let go 
you will feel a deep rush and a push back
when you feel this push fall backwards and let go
let the energy enter back
now you are creating a cycle
the more you will go out the more it will open 
when these two unite…the hara and the third eye…you create a cycle
this window can give you satori

this is the journey of a sannyasin 
from the third eye...the point of awareness 
to the point of samadhi…the crown
from the third eye to the seventh centre
just from here to here…
and it begins with awareness 

remember…awareness begins at the third eye
that state of non duality 
not two…but one
no five senses…but the sixth
i have explained this in nadabrahma also
when the two hands are moving like one…you are united 
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half the people in the sannyas world are stuck 
because they know everything
i do not know anything
i died and i came back 
i have not spoken about these experiences 
i just enjoyed them silently for twenty years
i never created any knowledge out of it
i never spoke about it
the first time i brought it out is three years ago

what did i do for these twenty years ?
a thousand and one experiences happened to me 
going through death…coming back
third eye…this chakra…that chakra
how many accounts will you keep ?

mystics never find answers 
they forget everything 
keep forgetting…keep forgetting 
even the experiences…forget them
it will become stronger 

i am telling you through my own mistakes
i have lived twenty two years of dying 
i would have been dead really if i had kept all these things in my head
that is why mystics are so innocent 
because they are so drunk of what they have
they forget yesterday and the day before 
they keep forgetting it
and by and by they know nothing 
just this moment
responding to this moment 
so they are full of aliveness and fresh every time

question     when you give sannyas to somebody 
why is it that some people are falling backwards ?

anybody in let go is going to fall back
and i do not give any sannyas
who am i to give sannyas ?

i do not give anything 
pure emptiness…my master…
i watch him doing what he wants to do
he says raise my hand and i just go this way
he says bow down and i go this way
i am a little puppet on his strings !!

why should i do anything ?
it is not my work
i am in love with my master
i am utterly dissolved into him
i close my eyes and i wait

why do so many things ?
i do not give anything
i just receive what i have to receive
it flows to the person who is the receiver
i just watch the whole miracle
just being empty
just a hollow bamboo
allowing to happen what has to happen 
why come in the way ?
who am i ?
so small

i allow things to flow through me
i do not resist anything
i am just open
as you are watching 
i am watching the same
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i have read everything he has spoken
and then i look at the people around him
they know everything
they think i am the idiot who is walking like a drunk
they say i know nothing
they cannot even see the space around my being ?
what have they understood ?

so from the very beginning as a disciple
i have given up trying to make sense of anything
and i have seen on the other hand
that those people who were devotees of osho had an inner love
and were not listening to what he said
that alive connection
that real inner nourishment attracted them
they were smelling it
they did not know what it was
but something pulled them magnetically

the world does not know osho
seven and a half billion people
not even one million people know osho
so where have his words gone ?
his words have gone to the dustbin of the mind
it has not touched the heart so there is no fire
you can keep reading as many books as you want
yet you can find a mystic who cannot speak at all
but something pulls you

just think of so many mystics who have not spoken
who have not even attempted to speak
did they not create a field around them magnetically ?
my way is dancing
i connect to you in my dance
you need some words

as you are listening i too am listening to my own rubbish 
what is this guy saying ?
i am not much of a speaker
i do not find that speaking is helping anybody
if speaking would have helped people
a million people have heard osho
where are they ?

so i have given up on speaking 
and making an effort to speak logically
it is too much effort to convince your mind
it is too much
i am not such a hard working person
i do not have so much desire to tell you something meaningful

there is something between you and me
nothing really special as far as words are concerned
the master of words osho 
thirty years he kept speaking and speaking…so deeply
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he simply removed the idea
one thought there is god…he said no
the other said…there is no god…he said yes
the third one came who was looking for truth…he said perhaps
all he has done is to mystify you 
and not given you anything to hold on to
that is a genius
that is a master

a teacher has a fixed idea…yes or no
but the true master says…yes…no…perhaps…
all three together
and all three are true
because the inner space is so vast 
that all three answers are correct
there is a presence
there is an absence
there is the beyond
look from any side
once you know the truth it surrounds you in everything 
present in everything…absent
even that question does not arise
even that perhaps…is a yes

i love this story because that is the sign of a true mystic
never answer a question
that is for teachers
better to make a wrong answer 
or give some stupid answer 
better to become jabbar…
jabber…jabber…jibber jabber gibberish…
than to give you any answer
because that answer will kill the spirit of the search

i am very poor with language
i try but what i say is mostly rubbish
that is why nobody has questions here
it is all rubbish…
i have never answered any question
i have diverted the question…the other way

it reminds me of buddha…you all know the story
one man came to buddha and asks is there god ?
buddha looked at him
no…absolutely no…never…no such thing as god
all his disciples were listening…

another person came the same day
and asks…does god exist ?
he said…of course !
god ? nothing else but god…he is everywhere
who is saying there is no god ?
god is and god is everywhere…of course !
he is the ultimate truth !
and the disciples are thinking…
to one he says yes…to the other he says no…
whom to believe ?

do you think that was the difficult part ?
the yes and the no ?
there came a third person that same day
he asks…is there god ?
buddha closed his eyes and he said…perhaps

you can understand yes
make a clear cut logic of it and become a believer
you can say no…
clear cut logic and become a non believer
now perhaps…where do you go ?
he never answered anybodies question
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anything else ?
i did not answer 
i am just making it sound serious
you already heard all this

but there is a vibe
a silent love that is floating here
and it can fill you…it is beautiful
if it can touch your heart

if something triggers in your heart
then it is beautiful
then it is worth speaking
and words will do or music or silence
we are not here to learn anything
but to dive into life

enjoy its treasures…drink its beauty and be filled with it
and it will lead you to your inner beauty
to your inner silence…to your inner buddha within you
the more you will live innocently
life will penetrate you
and you will become soft
and that beauty and softness in you 
is your natural inner being
no defence…just soft

and even if you lose and you find nothing…no problem
because you are here to live…not to achieve anything in life
and if you live the day and drink its beauty
you lived it totally…perfect

you see we are here in chiapas…so much beauty 
and you are just drinking 
and you are becoming vaster from within
that is enough reward
such a beautiful day…now this rain
you want another rain dance ?

just look at this leaf
the leaf is green
green leaf…all leaves are green
now why look at the leaf anymore ?
what is that ? it is a green leaf…no need to look anymore
it is a green leaf
you stop looking…

look at a red rose
ah ! red and rose…ok
now no need to look…you saw it already…you know what it is
now move on
you will never look at a rose again
because you were told it is a red rose

that wondering eye that looks at a rose…what is this ?
the whole mystery of it has gone
look at everything with a mystical eye
with an innocent openness
and something within you will be born
you are here to give birth to your inner mystic
not to feed your head with what it is 
and all its garbage knowledge
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it is not such a simple journey 
that i simply want to live and love and share my love
it is good for the beginning of the journey
but once the questions start to arise
you need to know the deeper you
because the you that you know is going to die
and why waste time loving and living ?
who are you doing it for ?
who is searching to share ?
why this desire ?

if you are just a robot…biochemical
stop making the effort
but there is something within you that knows 
that there is a you that is eternal
and unless you begin searching that eternity within you
unless you begin diving into that eternity within you
you cannot know what love is

because ultimately love is knowing who you are
it is understanding the divineness within you
and that understanding explodes
and you do not need to love…but you will be love
you do not need to live…you will be living itself

question     on this path i have met various people and masters 
and they all talk about inner states and inner silence and inner 
experiences but i just want to be happy…i just want to feel full 
of love…why should i search for that inner experience ?
the experience is going to give me something ? is it going to make 
me happy or full of love ? what is it and what will it do to me ?

you say you want to be happy 
you want to simply enjoy and live your life and live and love
but who is that you ?
you want to know the answer to who is that you
who wants to live and love and share his love ?
that is all we are searching

who is this who wants to love ?
who is this who wants to be happy ?
what will happen to you when you go into a coma ?
how will you love then ?
because you are no more there
when you will leave the body where will you be ?
this you who wants to love and wants to share and live
who is this you ?

ramana asked…who am i ?
this you is a mystery 
you do not need to find it to live your life
most people live their lives without finding it
but to deepen the you is to deepen your love
your sense of being…your presence
and you are nourishing nothing but yourself
this search…even if you do not find the answer
you have made an attempt to deepen the sense of you
that which will remain with you 
even when you die
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so much life is available to you
and moving inwards…moving to your inner consciousness
is such a simple knack
why not make the journey ?

you have spent twenty years educating yourself on the outer world
why did you waste your time in school and college ?
you can spend twenty years on the inner journey
something will grow out of it
there is an inner education
there is an inner being
if you can remain ignorant of it
you will suffer

if you wish to suffer and enjoy life loving and sharing 
you are free
sometimes people are more happy that way
it is perfectly ok

i always warn people that on the inner journey 
you are going to receive more pain…more troubles 
more confusion…more difficulties
the inner journey is going to test you at each and every step
and that joy of ignorance is going to disappear
so beware…anyway you have no choice

you will not make any effort
but everything within you will be divine 
and reaching to each and everyone you meet
then that you will become a celebration
even if the people are closed to you 

 
you will keep spreading love and light 
and that will become a new joy
a new way of living totally
you can live partially
but something within you knows that i am not living totally
because that totality is within you
you know it…it is already within you
and you know that there is so much more you can live
so much more you can love
this is the misery

unless you find your inner truth
and taste your eternity
even a simple taste is enough
you do not need to search the ultimate truth
i keep saying a simple taste will fulfil you so deeply
that the search disappears
you will find a deep relaxation and acceptance of yourself
until you reach that own inner acceptance of yourself
you will remain divided and frustrated…never at rest
there is no need to search the truth

you can live and love like the people do in los angeles
they live perfectly well
they love everybody
but deep within them something is missing
they know it perfectly well
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whatever they give you…you accept and you just give them bliss
whatever they say to you…you just give them your love
it is a painful journey
just to be sitting here is another matter
all the lies i have to tell you everyday
everyday i have to tell you lie upon lie upon lie upon lie
because you are being put into a trap
it is the greatest trap and that is of love

understanding your inner being is the ultimate trap
because now you have no more life
you are finished
better to die…find a way quickly to die
there is no other way
what to do ?

he trapped me…i have to trap you
i am not going to die alone !
we have to take a few people with us
why i should suffer alone ?
just enter into this path of truth 
why should i walk alone ?

find some more people…let them all suffer
so my suffering becomes less
it is all a trap
i warn you ! 
you will see…the day you reach…you will become a first rate liar
how to lie to the others…catch them and put them into a greater lie ?
because you cannot know the truth until you die

nobody here is dying as yet
and when you die 
you will not be there to say whether it was true or not
that yes…enlightenment exists
who came back and said yes it exists ?
they all died and went silently

you know that there is something hidden in you
now even if i tell you it is not…you are still going to search
that is why the buddha knows
that one day somebody is going to kill him or beat him hard !
because they were living their life perfectly ok
nothing was missing till they met the buddha…
now they cannot live their life…their ordinary day to day
they do not know which way to go
a mess…a great mess
so suffer…enjoy the pain

the only way through is to keep dancing and dancing
just dance the pain away
if that does not work buy a bottle of whiskey and drink it !
just get drunk
either way you have to get drunk
drunk with the divine or find some scotch or corona beer !
life is miserable
those moments of ecstasy are so painful
that you want to cry
i do not want this anymore

in fact that is the first experience that happens
the first experience of samadhi
and so much bliss
it is so painful…it is a torture
why am i receiving all this ?
what am i going to do with it ?
how will i live it ?
because after that you have to live it
and a new pain will begin

you have to share it
you have to express it
you have to come out of your shell...meet people 
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anybody can merge 
and the experience below in the body feels 
as if somebody is entering you
your experience of this physical form
if you are open…you will feel somebody entering you

that is the only little difference between one who knows how to enter 
and one who does not know how to enter
that is why i call myself the master thief in my book
when i died i saw my master and the secret vertical path and the truth
so since that day i have known how to enter and exit 
without touching the person
because you are not a person
you are a presence

where is your presence ? 
that you need to understand for yourself 
sure i enter…but i enter like a wind
and you are all entering one another like wind
if you are sensitive you will feel a merger happening somewhere above you

any other lies ?
have i answered any question as yet ?
anybody feels satisfied that i have answered a question ?
you see…just sitting doing nothing
how you people are sitting and listening ?
are you mad ? nothing else to do ?

question     yesterday in the kundalini meditation i closed my eyes and 
i was seeing the waterfall through the third eye and i became 
the waterfall and then it was you who came into me and after 
that i was feeling i was disappearing…

above you there is a vertical being of light
your witness
anybody can enter it 
in fact all the people are entering it
you are an open sky
so nothing special if i enter or anybody else enters

there is no door
it is simply above you 
just a ball of light 
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thank you for accepting my entry
we are mystics sharing our beings of silence
merging with each others presence
enriching each other through love
sharing our light…our compassion…our celebration
this is the way to live

it can be done silently
it is always done silently 
and that is the very beauty and joy of sharing
and what are you sharing but your openness ?
and that is so beautiful
what a joy !
life is so beautiful

whenever i find open beings and feel them receive love
it is so overwhelming…it is so fulfilling
a priceless experience
and that is the only experience left for people like me
once you have died there is nothing else to do
but just dancing and enjoying with people
and all of you can try it and feel for yourself
know the flame is the same  
you have the same quality within you
we can all sit in a circle and move…person to person
spreading our light and no master is needed 
no master…just friendliness
mmm ?

too serious !
now we are going to dance

if your third eye is active
you will feel somebody is present
such a beautiful experience 
that is my whole work…to enter everybody

why not ? 
you can try 
try doing it by yourself
i will give you the secret
all of you understand this
watch what i am doing

even use your imagination…it does not matter…it works
just above a person at a certain height there is a ball of light
just close your eyes and say hello
next one…go and you say hello…
next one you go and say hello…hello
one by one…just watch…enter everybody
nobody is preventing you

but when you enter somebody…you have to be open also
entering somebody is not possible if you are closed
you have to be open and find an open being and float and merge together
anything difficult ? all of you start trying
whoever you want to enter just close your eyes and enter

close your eyes…find your being…go and merge
and the person will suddenly feel that somebody is showering love
somebody is reaching out to them
and that is what we do everyday…nothing special
that is why i am a little slow
it takes me five minutes to say hello to everybody…one by one by one
you see…i do this everyday !
i am not a bishop…i am not giving blessings…
i am just reaching you...that antenna in the sky
and i am as open as you are…ok? 
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question    i want to talk about something that happened today…
i used to be really hard with smokers i do not know why
but today i was lying down in the garden and i was breathing 
and instantly the smell of the cigarette came
and i breathed so hard that i came out from my state of relaxation
and i started to think about bad things and i got stressed
and you told me the other day that it has a spiritual reaction
i know that the cigarette is bad for my body
that everyone knows…but what happens spiritually ?

smoking is one of the greatest poisons 
that you can put in your body
alcohol…smoking… 
if i have to choose the lesser
alcohol is still manageable 
smoking is far more dangerous

there are many reasons
within you the most important colour is green
green is the lung
the trees are your lung
you have a green light within you
your lung and your heart are connected together

your lungs are very small
it has millions of pores and it is breathing 
and creating fresh oxygen within you
oxygen passes into the blood 

quintana roo
tulum | riviera maya

20 may 2010
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what you are doing by drinking alcohol is nothing special
you are simply putting spirit in the body which gets absorbed by the blood
and makes your blood run faster
so because your blood is running faster
you feel the prana magnified in the body
it gets stronger and stronger 
you have a rush so you think you can bring any mountain down 
now you are drunk !
the experience of your prana rushing in the body
makes you feel like superman

but when the blood keeps running continuously
because of the alcohol soon the body gets tired
as if it ran a marathon and now it is getting very tired
it needs a rest…it gives you a hangover

but you can flush it out of the blood 
these alcohol toxins can be removed
but the smoke has damaged your lung
alcohol damages your liver
but you can get out it out of the body
the smoker cannot get out
he will stop smoking but his lung is damaged forever

you need deep breathing
in fact when you fall into a samadhi your breathing will stop
and a new invisible silent inner secret breathing will start happening 
if your lung is not strong enough you will collapse
you will have a heart attack
it will be too much and you will simply die

the lungs have to be kept clean
all the people who have meditated 
have gone to highly oxygenated places 
in the mountains to purify the lungs

and the blood in you is carrying prana
prana is the life source and oxygen is just a carrier
the blood is carrying the vital life force
smoking is cutting the green light out of your body
so your heart cannot become sensitive
it simply stops feeling

the heart needs to have a great amount of oxygen
release of breath…release of emotion
the moment you do not want to sense or feel something
you smoke a cigarette and cut the emotion immediately
just by cutting the oxygen

oxygen is your heart
heart means green light
if you remove green 
you will remove the most important colour in the body
without green blue cannot exist
you can take all the seven colours
mix them together remove green
everything will become dark

you cannot even repair your lung
you can release the smoke 
but the nicotine creates a coat
and starts coating your lung
now you can clean your lung 
by doing dynamic meditation
but you cannot remove the nicotine tar coating
it starts coating your lung
slowly slowly the heart cannot breathe enough
and you cut your emotional body
it is very dangerous
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the same when you eat meat
energy will become dense…at a low frequency
nothing wrong…but for spiritual growth very damaging 
you have reduced the frequency from blue to red
you understand ?

smokers have no green light around them
alcoholic people have too much red around them 
different ways of damaging the body 
and your body is very sensitive

for meditation you need a pure clean healthy body
you need everything within you supporting you
the food…the liquid…the water…the air…
your blood…your bone…your marrow…
everything should support you
so that it can absorb as much prana blue light as possible
so that your aura becomes strong
and when your aura becomes strong
your etheric body becomes like a sheet
pure blue light and a silver lining around it
if one single area is weak it starts damaging the other bodies
it starts borrowing light from the other bodies

you have to purify your body for meditation
there is no shortcut…

toxify your body but do not be under any illusion 
that smoking and drinking does not harm you
know well that it is harming you

you can become enlightened when you die 
and keep smoking and drinking…no problem
but do not expect anything while you are living

you need a big breath
because your breathing will open so vast in samadhi
you become a breath…transparent
and if your body cannot take it…it will collapse

other than the physical damage 
alcohol creates a very low red frequency in your body
smoking does not create the same
smoking cuts the prana
alcohol destroys the prana
both they have different negative effects
as far as the spiritual energy is concerned

smoking is damaging your spiritual body
it is not allowing enough prana to move in you
alcohol is damaging
it brings the blue light to a lower frequency
blue light…why they call it blue blood

you have seen krishna ? they paint his face blue
blue is a sign of prana in body…
the body of an alcoholic will be radiating red light
and red light is actually sexual or low base energy
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but smoking… ?
such a small tiny lung
just imagine your lung has to work for you
it needs oxygen
it has to breathe the smoke out slowly slowly

without a lung how will you live ?
you have to value your life
that is why my life and my body are so valuable

since i have received the treasures 
i have started to learn to respect my body more
because i need it to share my love
to share my celebration…to share my joy
just to share it i need to keep it healthy and pure

sannyasins smoking ?!! 
if you cannot drop smoking…what can you do ?
you can climb a mountain two hundred miles 
and you cannot drop a little weed !!
it is very easy…just a little consciousness 
and those who are smoking smoke totally enjoy

the problem is they do not even enjoy the cigarette
they just smoke and throw it away 
just smoke totally !

you are destroying something very important in you
your lung…your breath…your vitality
and you need the oxygen

carbon dioxide makes you unconscious
oxygen makes you conscious
it allows prana to be carried
you have to choose
you are free…but choose wisely…

there are other poisons worse than smoking and drinking
the real poison is the ego…the feeling of i am
then smoking and drinking is better
then smoking is innocent
with ego you damage not only yourself 
but those who are around you

ego harms you and others around you
ego…jealousy…control…domination… 
these are also poisons
another poison is the spiritual ego
so there are many poisons
but cigarette and alcohol you can avoid
ego…people do not know what it is and how to avoid it
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if they stand in front of a mirror
they will look so stupid
there cannot be something more retarded than that

you can become alert 
but the moment you become alert you will not do it 
immediately you drop it…you say it looks too stupid now
forget about the pleasure 
this is stupidity…enough is enough…

do you not find it stupid 
putting something in your mouth ?
you should see how it looks
just see a buddha sitting…one cigarette in his mouth... 

yes dhyanraj…
actually the real problem is mechanical action
just drop the mechanicalness and see what happens
i am not saying you stop smoking 
maybe you will enjoy more
if you enjoy it then no problem
but at least enjoy it…

question     what about the cigars ?

even better !
cigars are even better than cigarettes
cigars are perfectly good 
a cigar just looks perfect in the mouth…looks much nicer !

just imagine a big mouth and a big cigar
a fat havana cigar..try two !
if one looks so cool…two look better
it is totally mature
cigar is ok

at least one cigarette 
smoke and enjoy every single bit of it 
if you smoke one cigarette do it totally 
inhale every single part of it
you may smoke less but smoke totally

i used to be smoking when i was young 
so i know about smokers
i use to drink a bottle of scotch and not get drunk
so i know about alcohol
so i am not a holier than thou person
i used to smoke forty cigarettes a day 
and i used to drink at least half a bottle of whisky 
nothing used to knock me out

people smoke one cigarette…few puffs 
and they talk and they dream
and they imagine and then they throw it away
then they feel they did not smoke…
so they light up another one quickly and they smoke half
and they talk and they smoke and they dream 
and they imagine
they do not enjoy the cigarette 
so they have to light another one quickly
that is why they chain smoke

just see how foolish…
you are sticking something in your mouth
it looks so stupid…
look at the action carefully
you will feel how absurd it is

you do it quickly quickly 
so nobody is looking how stupid you are
they do not want to see what they are doing
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when you do anything slowly it removes mechanicalness
slowing down creates more stillness and more awareness
removes unconscious mechanical behaviour 
it is the key to meditation and awareness
everything slow and deep

the deeper you go the slower you will become
so slow is perfectly correct
mechanically you can do many things very fast  
but if you have to do things consciously
there is certain flow you have to follow 
and that has a certain pace and speed

the deeper you will go and the higher you will reach
the slower you will become
everything you will see will start becoming slow motion
you will start seeing things in slow motion
you are seeing all the gentle movements in the breeze 

everything you will start seeing 
will become like swimming in slow motion
slow is perfectly right
do everything slowly

question     i never tried it before
but i have this friend that has a friend… ( laughter )
once in a while we smoke...you know...marijuana stuff
what happens to the body ?

yes i know who is this friend of your friend !
the whole question is about moving higher towards consciousness
or moving lower towards unconsciousness
nothing is right or wrong
it is just moving towards consciousness or unconsciousness
you need to choose your life…your path 

at least one thing about cigars…people smoke only one cigar
one cigar and a nice cognac
they do not go puffing and huffing on the cigar whole day
so maybe the cigar is better
cigar is actually better because of the natural leaf also

what is dangerous in a cigarette 
it is not the tobacco…it is the paper…
the paper is more dangerous than the tobacco
cigar is better…havana cigar 
you have to keep fidel castro happy…the cubans happy !!

anything that you are polluting the body with
you are going against nature
why do you cry when the sky gets polluted ?
when the rivers are filled with toxins ?
why do you cry about it ?

that is what you are doing
your body is so small
is it natural you are putting a cigar in your mouth ?
just think what you are doing !
for a meditator…retarded...

question     beside alcohol and cigarettes 
there is also jealousy and ego and so…
can i do these things also slowly just like 
the smoking ?

do everything slowly
slow is a sure sign of moving ahead
do everything slowly
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with a natural chemical alteration like marijuana
you do not need to keep increasing the dose
you smoke once 
you have a certain experience
you smoke again you will have a similar experience
it depends on your state and openness

it can be a window 
it makes you go out of the mind…but below the mind
similar experience of no mind state
but below the mind
through a chemical alteration

if you are a meditator use it as an experiment
to see that there is something beyond the mind
that there is light…there is another world
you can see crystals in water 
and you can see sparkling light in the air
you can see purple in the water
and hundred and one experiences 
you can have through natural drugs

your body also naturally creates many drugs…endorphins…
so there is nothing basically wrong with a drug
it happens in your body too when you are in orgasmic state 
your body releases certain endorphins that are similar to marijuana

you can do the study and see many chemicals are released
which relaxes the brain
and when the brain is relaxed it becomes silent
and certain inner windows open

so drugs are not necessarily bad
it may awaken some senses in you
it may awaken the mystical elements in you
it may reassure you that there is a hidden world
use anything intelligently and it can open doors

i am not against drugs
it could be a good experience 
a drug is nothing but introducing…inducing a certain chemical altered state
taking a drug is trying to look for an experience through chemistry
certain mushrooms and certain natural substances like marijuana
are not dangerous unless they become addictive like heroin
addiction is something that you cannot get away from 
because you need to take a greater dose of it continuously 
to give you the same experience

hard drugs gives you an experience and a glimpse
but then you need to take a larger quantity 
to get the same experience
because the body becomes immune to it
so you need to put more poison 
to have the same experience again
so hard drugs have an inbuilt addictive 
irreversible damaging effect
you have to keep increasing the dose
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i said…before you tell me i am going to tell you 
you see that blue light like this and like this and like this
and this looks like this and this look like that…
i told them…and they said…ya…exactly like that…

i know what they are seeing 
i know what they are saying
i know what they are experiencing
and they are getting close to some chemical experience
so i said…smoke some more weed…ok !!

question    what happens when you eat meat ?

first of all you are killing an animal
you do not need to kill to feed yourself
when you were living in the cave age there was no cultivation
no food and you had to survive…

just imagine the beautiful animal was alive 
and you cut the head
even to imagine to cut an animal and eat it
is so insensitive…
to kill an animal is so extremely insensitive
the moment you are walking on the inner journey 
to kill is so painful…ugly…inhuman…

i am not against anything
do not use drugs as a everyday habit
go in a deep silence…prepare the body…become sensitive
take marijuana in a deep positive way
if you take marijuana in a negative way
it will expand your negativity

whatever you have within you knocking at your door
it will expand and show you its true colours
in a positive celebration it will expand the love in you
so do it in a nice beautiful way and enjoy the experience

whatever treasures you bring out of that experience
try to relive and remember them when you are doing a meditation
remember the doors that opened for you chemically
something of that spirit also entered your consciousness
that door is still available and if you are sensitive 
you can relive that experience without the drug
so you understand you do not need drugs

whatever experience you have with marijuana
close your eyes and you will be amazed
that it is still available without the use of marijuana
then you are an intelligent person

i have never taken marijuana
many of my friends wanted to experiment smoking marijuana 
and i asked them to tell me what it does for them
so they told me i am seeing this…that…
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meat is too strong for the body but the body can adapt to anything 
so it starts creating so many chemicals…acids…
to dissolve and extract the energy from the meat

if you stop eating meat
you can burn a hole in the stomach with the unabsorbed acid
a person who eats meat cannot stop eating meat suddenly
because the body has developed a system
to create acid to dissolve the meat
if meat eating people suddenly stop eating meat
their stomach will be destroyed
they have to gradually get off meat

a meat eating person has to continuously eat meat 
because it also needs to absorb acids that are released in the system
and he gets so used to that hard energy that without it he feels empty
you understand ?
meat is not good for a meditator

the fish in the ocean is soft meat
chicken is harder meat 
then you go to cow goats and animals…harder meat
the only meat perhaps understandable is oceanic…fish

because it is still soft
your body cannot be harmed so much
there are so many choices of nutrition
why kill the poor fish ?

that is what meditations are all about
growing more and more sensitive to life
and if you cannot give life you cannot take it away
if it is a question of life and death and you have no choice
i can understand 
but there is so much choice !
meditators have to avoid killing for food

meat gives very low frequency 
pure red energy
it is very good for a growing person
it needs the protein of that meat to grow
meat may be very good for the body
but you are not the body

if you think you are just the body and this mind and this ego 
keep eating meat and it will reassure the bodymind 
but within you there is a spirit
and your spirit needs lighter frequencies of food

it needs green and purple…higher frequencies
higher qualities of softer food
meat gives you red energy
it is not spiritual light
so you are loosing your spiritual energy
and the higher is sucked into lower red frequency
it is damaging your spiritual body

your stomach is not made to dissolve meat
it has no teeth…it is soft
people who eat meat 
have a lot of acids in the body to dissolve the meat
and then the energy is extracted 
the human body is not a meat consuming mechanism

the stomach is very sensitive 
and needs softer food
most people who die early 
are dying out of some stomach ailment
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why do you not eat human beings ?
because meat is meat and so tender flesh
just imagine a woman sun tanning all the time…
nice meat

but we do not eat human flesh because we are sensitive
you would be considered mad if you are eating human meat
just say meat…do not call it human
start becoming cannibals !!

i see no difference between meat and human meat…
a person who can eat a deer can eat a monkey can eat a human
what is the difference between a monkey a deer and a human ?
no difference…as meat is meat

why throw the dead body away
eat it…have a nice celebration…
why not ? 

the zorthastrians parsis give the dead human body 
to the birds 
they do not waste the body
they offer the human body to the vultures eagles…
so when the body dies they do not burn it
they take the body 
and they give it to the vultures
now that is good that they offer the body to the vultures…

if we can eat animals 
why can we not offer ourselves to the animals in return ?   
so all non vegetarian people should give their bodies 
to the vultures or animals to eat 
a whole life…how many chickens did you eat ?
so return some food to the animal then i can say it is fair

i remember once a friend of mine was eating fish
eating the fish he was saying…oh…very badly cooked fish…no good…
and he threw the fish away
i said…strange…you killed the fish 
at least be grateful to the fish
thank the fish for its meat

he said the fish was not cooked well…i do not want it 
he did not even respect the life of the fish
even the fish must have thought 
at least you wanted to eat me…eat me fully
do not throw me away 

now they throw it away…for not tasting right !
poor fish…just think it was living…
its life taken away and then rejected 
because the chef did not use the right sauce !

human beings have become so insensitive
in the past the red indians 
and the old mexicans and the ancient people
did a ritual and bowed down
thanking the animal for the food
at least they were grateful !
they bowed saying thank you for your meat
i am sorry i have to kill you to eat today

how would you like if somebody eats your body…
because there have been cannibals eating humans
why not eat human meat ?
meat is meat
and human body must be best meat
atleast you are washing the body nicely everyday
pedigree meat…
you know who is the mother who is the father
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the living man is not worth the price of the grave !!
when you are living you are not worth five thousand dollars
they wait for you to die so that they can make five thousand
selling a coffin to bury you
graves have become very big business
minimum ten to fifteen thousand dollars for a decent burial
how many people in america have fifteen thousand dollars in their bank ?

they will bury you
with so much honour and so much dignity
because you have paid fifteen thousand dollars
and they need you dead !
graves are a great business 
they are waiting for people to die
they do not want you to live

just calculate six billion people today on earth
and six more will come soon
just imagine six billion people want graves
they have to cut the whole amazon forest just for these coffins
till one day the whole earth will be a graveyard
there will be no place left

these are the honourable dead people
just imagine the world full of graves…so much respect

one of our friends is a funeral caretaker
she embalms and prepares the body 
before they are buried
she sticks something on one side of the mouth
something on the other side of the mouth
they paint the cheeks
they look like they are smiling

i got a solution for world land shortage…
it will help lot of people
all the properties in the world 
the greatest properties in the world are used for cemeteries
now these idiots who have died want the best graves also

all the most beautiful prime lands in the world 
are given for graveyards
these people are dead 
and they want to maintain these graveyards for eternity !
what kind of human beings are these ?
occupying the land with graves 
millions and millions of hectares 
of dead bodies laying in graves

burn them or feed them to the animals
do not occupy these lands
living people need the land
a poor man says i have no place to make my hut
and millions of people are laying 
on valuable land in marble graves !

no spiritual talk today… 
only grave digging !

who likes graves here ?
they should be banned
they should ban graveyards
they remind you of the dead people
they do not even care about the living
they are waiting for you to die to make you a grave
because a coffin costs four five thousand dollars
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they stuff him so he looks like he was a very big boss
they paint his face...they lay him in his coffin 
they put a cigar in his mouth
imagine a big boss of a company dying 
without a cigar in his mouth...

let me tell you one fearful thing about burying bodies
your spirit is linked to your body 
your mental body and your emotional body are linked to your physical form
and if you have a sudden accident or sudden shocking death
something in the body locks with your etheric body
you understand ?

if they bury that human being
that person can never be free
he will remain like a ghost…waiting for freedom
when you die a natural death 
you are absolutely free of the form
and then bury your body in a grave…maybe you are still lucky
because slowly the ants will eat you and the worms will eat you
but you will have to wait at least ten to twelve years
for the body to be completely eaten up and disintegrate
and still some energy will remain in the bones…

all the pain in the body…all the shocking memory in the body
enters the bone…that is the hardest part of you
so all the big pain and shocks and negativity
finds its way into the bones
so you will have to wait for the bones to disintegrate
before your spirit is free of the graveyard
buried bodies are very dangerous specially for traumatic victims

the best is to simply burn the body
so that all the elements are immediately freed
and in india they do a very strange ritual
they take a stick and they hit the skull
right on top of the skull
because in the middle of the skull there is a space 
that needs to be open to free the spirit

many people die and they are unable to leave the body
they cannot leave so the poor people have to wait
ten to fifteen years for the body to disintegrate
till then they are walking around in the graveyard
just like michael jackson song
which was that song ? thriller…!!
these cases are real
there are many cases of traumatic death
and they are real !
there are ghosts walking around
better choose to be burnt
do not allow anyone to bury you
in fact i just learnt that 
michael jackson asked for his body to be burnt
and some stupid idiot decided 
that his body should not be burnt
and the poor guy…they put him in a coffin and buried him
that is very ugly
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because perhaps michael jackson knew what he was saying
he said i want to be free…burn my body…
and i do not know who are these idiots in his family
who said no…we do not want to burn his body
it is very unfortunate
maybe he is going to make a new thriller in the graveyard…

question     what happens when you donate your organs ?

now that is another beautiful question 
many people donate their eyes 
or part of the body that can be used
it is a beautiful compassionate gesture
but remember some part memory of you 
will be transferred to the other

a part of your body is not just body
it is carrying every part of you
the dna...that is physical
but the memory is still etheric...but still...
it is beautiful to donate your eye or some part of the body
you are giving another person life
it is beautiful gesture…it is compassion…beautiful

question     what happens if you asked your skull to be open before you die ?
 

i can open your skull right now !!!
enough bla bla bla
enough for today…
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this overflowing beauty everywhere
so much beauty
nature is so dazzling…wherever we have been going
i am just shocked by the natural beauty of the river
the waterfalls…the forests…the trees
so much beauty…in such harmony

this beauty and harmony 
is what lao tzu calls the way of tao 
just fall in tune with the trees and the rivers 
with the waterfalls and the ocean 
just fall in tune with it
it makes you realize that you are part of nature

and if nature can be so beautiful 
and you are the highest flowering in existence 
how much beauty must be contained within you ?
you need to know how to live naturally
no leaf is struggling when it becomes old…it simply falls 
so gracefully…just falling…no struggle 
even the dead leaf on the earth has such a beauty…such a grace
everything in nature is accepted as it is 

just sitting by the waterfall…millions of drops of water
are just following gravity…so harmoniously
the simple law of nature
meditation is a way to understand nature in its total truthfulness
become more and more natural
and fall in tune with all that is surrounding you 

yucatan
chichen itza

26 may 2010
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how much of it has filtered into our consciousness ?
you may not know it now 
but you have been absorbing 
all this natural power of stillness and naturalness
slowly slowly something within you is growing 
just one month living in nature is so healing…so transforming
it is natural

you sit down and look deeply 
at all the spaces where we have danced
just close your eyes
and all the abundance will filter into you
each new space you have been to
you had not even have time to absorb it all
but something within you has been silently absorbing
the language of nature and nature reaching into you 
just disappearing 

and this beautiful nature fills you with light
if you can learn the secret way 
how to fall in tune with nature
there cannot be anything else but the truth
that you will drown into

not a single leaf…not a single blade of grass 
not a single drop of water…not a single star 
nothing on this planet that you see around you
nothing is following its own way
everything is in harmony with nature
everything is pure truth

how to see truth in every leaf
and understand its simple truth ?
it is simply itself 
it does not twist and turn 
because you are passing by
it remains itself

this is why i like to experiment with meditations in nature
when you are dancing or walking or humming 
in the midst of this beauty something pours into you
you are made from the same existence 
you have not come from some other alien world
this is your home and everything that you see around you
some part of it is within you
every particle…every atomic particle that has been created is within you
you are a microcosm of nature

you have evolved from nature…within nature
you are contained in its space
that is why again i say 
i am absolutely stunned by the sheer beauty of mexico
wherever we have gone…so much natural flow
undisturbed…not contaminated…full flow…full power 

nature flowing naturally in full force is the truth
this is your destiny
you flowing totally naturally 
in your whole natural force in pure abundance 
this is your buddha nature

the beauty of nature is not special 
it is special because it is following nature
this is the key of life source
falling asleep when sleepy
waking up when awake
eating when hungry
sleeping when tired
the wise man points you back to nature
we have been travelling in mexico
we are so blessed to sit inside a cenote 
or near a waterfall or near the ocean
what have we not seen ?
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whatsoever you do you have only two choices
celebrate or fuss
two ways
even if things are going wrong…celebrate 
life is too short !
what is fifty years ?
next time you go near the tule tree
look at yourself
bow deeply to that tree… oh master
what a lesson you have taught me by just standing here
this tree is a silent master
it has seen many of us coming and going
it is watching everything
the tree knows everything

they have done many experiments with trees
scientific experiments
and it made clear that the tree recognizes you
it knows you
it acts and reacts according to everybody that approaches it
how much wisdom that tree must be carrying ! 

one simple experiment i am reminded of…
they put a graph on the tree to measure what happens to the tree
they sent one man with an axe to cut the tree
but he was an actor 
he was just going with an axe as if he was going to cut the tree
but the tree just continued its vibe...zing zing zing zing zing zing
they sent another person with an axe 
who actually had the intension to cut the tree
immediately when the man went near the tree it started freaking out
again they tried the experiment
third time…no intension to cut the tree…and no reaction

you remember that tree in tule ?
three thousand years old
so many generations
so many generations of humanity fussing and fussing and fussing
and this tree is simply there
what is real power ?
who are we ?

so many of us have come and gone
we are so insignificant
just one little branch of that tree is your life
just realize it 
one little twig of that tree in tule is your life span
it makes you so humble 

such a realization
that my god…everyday i have some worry and fuss
we are not even here fifty years ahead from now
why not make the most it ?

life is too short
too short !
just enjoy your life totally
be grateful for whatever you have
make a total yes out of your life
and all the doors will open for you

whatsoever juice you need
you can drink it if you live your life totally
there is no other way
there is simply no other way
realize that there is no other way
because the other way is death
such a simple understanding
choose life…or choose death
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you will become vulnerable
being open with human beings somebody might exploit you
but with nature…with the trees and the rivers and the mountains
they have never exploited any human being 

nature is the real master !
and it is not only of the heart
it is pure poetry…it is simply truth 
and truth reflects itself completely through nature
just understand nature 
tune in and you will disappear
this is why i love mexico 
thirty days and not a single day we have been in a hall
somehow we have been very blessed

thank you again nico…mahapath…abraham
all of you have given such a beautiful opportunity
and for nothing !
they have worked so hard to create these possibilities 
and it is not easy to find five different places 
each with nature and beauty 
and make it affordable for everyone…

only with the real intension the tree reacted
not only that tree freaked out 
but all the neighbour trees started freaking out

that is why i say that the tule tree is the greatest master
and many people have loved the tule tree
many people have approached this tree so this tree is not ordinary
even a tree can gather your spirit
human consciousness 
and slowly slowly natural consciousness 
can become evolved within the tree

it begins to understand your heartache
your pain…your celebration…
it has learnt the language of the human being

just walk by a tree
do not simply walk away
just look carefully…open your heart 
and you will see that the tree understood that you are open
and something will reach out to you
it is speaking to you through its silent energy
experiment with trees

a mystic is one who becomes sensitive to nature
when you become more and more sensitive to nature
the mystic within you awakens
so many times i have said
that truth is not a gross experience
it is going from gross to subtler to subtler to subtler
to the most invisible 

if you want to understand the subtle and the invisible
you need to tap into it and become receptive and sensitive to nature
you cannot be so sensitive with human beings
because we are afraid of rejection
somebody will hurt you 
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and i am doing it because of sheer joy
my master has given me so much 
i am honoured to celebrate him…to share him
and they have created a possibility 

i am amazed what mexico has to offer
and everywhere somebody is offering us something
this has been the most beautiful experience !
again i am grateful
and it is not easy…they are smiling all the time
but they have worked very hard
we are grateful toward them for having created this space
i am surprised how they have managed
you people are not surprised ?

you know how little we have paid and how much has been possible
because i insisted to them
that we do not want to make any money
we just want to create an opportunity for people 
to celebrate and dance…
so find beautiful spots to meditate 

everybody opened their door
their homes…their hearts…
what a beautiful life !
i have never spent thirty days in such joy
and so comfortable…so easy

we are doing all our meditations in nature
can you see the device ?
people are so fussy…they meditate in halls and rooms
what is missing ? the sky is not available in the hall
that is the dream…to reach the sky…to see the moon…the stars
and let your hearts open
the sky is pulling you up
it is finding a path for your inner dream to rise into the sky

i cannot imagine how they have created this miracle
jesus had one loaf of bread…
everybody they have gone to…the hotels…
all accepted that we do not have money 
please help us…even the luxury bus we got…a miracle…
we got it from a woman
she just took sannyas…ma satori
she gave us the luxury bus for almost nothing

so we all are grateful 
that such a vast opportunity has been given to us 
to make this journey
how many people are there creating a path for you
and they have done it for no money…just on their own
in fact they spend their own money !
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dance is the most ordinary 
and the most powerful meditation
each time you move in harmony
you are moving inner consciousness 
you are creating fire

dance is my way
anybody can dance
and you cannot be serious while dancing
where is the religion in it ?
where is jesus or christ or mahavir or buddha 
when you are dancing with the wind ?

it is no religion 
it is you in your purest essence
out of all the meditations i have seen of osho
dance is the most natural way of awakening the kundalini
can you see the beauty of what i am saying ?

what you think is a greatest meditation created by osho ?
very few can guess the answer
the answer is laughter
laughter is one of the deepest meditations
when your head gets the joke it gets confused
falls to the heart into the belly...ha ha ha ha
you have entered the source of life

laughter is no ordinary joke
your head has to fall apart 
one big laughter and you are already home
when you are laughing totally
you are right behind the door to your life source
you are staring at life
that is the laughter
most people have awakened laughing
just laughing…laughing…laughing

osho never did meditations in closed halls…always in nature 
to give you the opportunity to feel the pulse of the sky and the earth
because within you is the same sky 
you are the earth reaching the sky
your dream needs space for expansion 
where is that expansion but the sky ?
where are the stars but within you ?
that is why you need to do all your meditations outdoor

there are many fools who advise to meditate in secure spaces
i say meditate in the most insecure spaces !
the moment you can meditate in any situation…in any environment 
something within you has learnt trust
it knows i can sit under a waterfall or a river
under the tree…in the forest
i close my eyes and go in

you learn to trust nature 
you fall in tune
this is the device of all my tours
meditate in nature and celebrate every evening
do one or two meditations just for the sake of it
that i have to do the meditation otherwise it is not a spiritual tour
but the whole thing is to dance

just yesterday i was talking to mahapath
the greatest meditation available today is dance
it is natural and you can fall in tune with it easily
just dance
just follow the rhythm of the body
flow with it
find more and more flow within your form
feel the aliveness move the body
then stop 
feel the body
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everything you are doing 
these small actions
if you do them totally
you are creating deepening of a space 
to absorb that moment deeper
because that window is so small
you are looking for samadhi but the space is so small
you are looking for the vast experience of truth 
in one small moment

it is like looking at a needle 
and trying to pass the thread through it
exactly like this is samadhi
it is too small and the sky is too big

there are only two methods to understand this experience
one is to sit and become smaller smaller smaller smaller
keep going to the smallest part of you
till everything disappears…
the other way is to keep expanding 
bigger bigger bigger bigger
keep expanding as big as sky
everything is swallowed into it

two ways 
expand totally or disappear totally
go through the centre or to the periphery
either way you will disappear
but it is one moment 
understand that one moment 
see the totality you can bring to that one action
and you understood 

from here to there…so much vastness
from no mind…heart…the act…vast space…long breath
that is why all masters say insists on a single act
they say not one single step and you have reached the truth

suddenly the door opens 
and you say…ahaa…what is behind it ?
a greater laughter…a bigger joke 
it is all a big joke
every mystic when he has reached 
the first thing that has happened is laughter
you see how serious it is ?

laughing is very very serious
it is the only thing that is not a joke !
we do the laughter meditation everyday
now what more you want ?
dancing…laughing…gibberish…
deep meditations…profound meditations
i have been selecting the most valuable keys
and these are the greatest keys
dance and laughter
 
any questions ? anything ?

question     how to reach samadhi ?

it is such a stupid word…samadhi
just become still 
enjoy moment to moment
what is samadhi ?
taste one moment so totally 
that you fall into that moment 
and never come out of it

moments are vertical
just vertical…vertical…vertical and you fall…fall…fall
it is not this way horizontal
it is simply the same moment falling deeper…deeper…deeper
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death never existed
it is the same as going to sleep
when you go to sleep you are dead
six hours you are dead to the world
whether six hours dead or six thousand years dead 
there is no difference
it is a matter of time

but awakening…is a totally different space
and there is no death
it is simply a dream
the part of you that you understand 
is what you can see in ordinary life
what you can see through your eyes ?
your eyes are not seeing
it is one lens
if i put a green lens in front of it
you will see the whole world green
you will say the world is green

eyes are simply a lens 
and the brain is receiving a single pulse
and showing you things that are material
there is an immaterial world around you made of light 
and these five senses cannot see that

the search for truth 
begins at the sixth sense
the third eye
it sees light 
it does not see matter
open your eyes you see matter 

one step and you are the truth
what are they trying to say or convey to you ?
understand that even one single step is too deep 

that is why i explained many times
that a master cannot tell you the truth 
just one gesture
and the person who is ready can understand
within the gesture…the whole totality comes through
it stops you…it awakens you
you have to be very subtle
truth is invisible and subtle

question     could you talk about the difference 
between dying and sleeping ?

both are the same 
when you are asleep you are dead
when you are dying you are simply going to sleep
both are sleeping 
you are never awake
sleeping means you wake up sometimes
but you are still sleeping

when you are dying do you think you died ?
you are still sleeping 
both are the same…unconsciousness
little bit more unconscious…is death 
little bit less…is sleep
but there is no difference

in either case you have not lived 
life transcends death
the moment you understand life
you understand that there is only life 
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close your eyes and a window opens and you see light
seeing the light is a door to becoming awake
the more the third eye opens 
the energy moves to being 
the third eye is seeing light
the crown center is being light
from sixth to seventh is light

this body below is just the bio computer
we are here to awaken the light 
and the light leads you to your being 
a being of light that never sleeps 
even when you sleep it is still awake

that is why your heart is beating
the food is being digested
something within you is awake
you have not gone to sleep
the computer has gone to sleep 
but the consciousness is still working within you 
same when you die 
the computer has lost its battery
and something has popped out !!

for a meditator sleep and death are the same
very serious question from you 
you have just come today…such serious questions 
life and death…sleep and awakening…

you are born on this earth
two hundred miles up in the air
is where gravity becomes zero
as you come down gravity starts working on you

so earth and sky
two hundred miles
when you are enlightened and awake
where you think you go ?
simple
zero
two hundred miles up in the air 
where are you ?

that is kundalini
the kundalini opens two hundred miles up in the air
and you can see your body below
you will die 
your being will expand
and the balloon will go higher and higher and higher
suddenly it comes to its height of consciousness
and it will remain floating there 
it will wait for someone to give it rebirth again
and again climb higher and higher and higher
where you think all these souls are floating ?

two hundred miles 
from consciousness to cosmic consciousness
the moment you become zero you are in heaven
there is a perfect truth
now you can understand 
guess where you will be ?
its like a helium balloon 
it expands to the height and it starts floating there
two hundred miles to measure
very surprising…is it not ?

just imagine two hundred miles above in the air
and your body two hundred miles below
very scary…you will get vertigo
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but it is not so difficult to understand
to travel two hundred miles for consciousness 
is not even half a second
hundred and eighty six miles per second
it is only two hundred miles
it is one split second
it is one second

that is why enlightenment happens in a split second
and suddenly you are somewhere else 
and you do not know where you are
the thousand petal lotus is open
and it is not so scary…do not worry

first time it happened to me i had a shock
many people die of shock
my god…ohh !!
but i will explain it to you in a softer way

you put a mirror there and wave your hand
and the mirror catches your hand
you put a mirror further away and just wave your hand
it sees and it catches your reflection
two hundred miles is just one reflection
it is very close

this is like a mirror in the well…
like ooh…there i am...it looks like twenty feet
but it is two hundred miles

how to climp two hundred miles into the sky ??
you cannot climb by a ladder
i have explained many times in my book
go to the core of the earth
just go to the core of the earth
and your consciousness will be released 
using gravity as your friend…

let your body get heavier and heavier
you will find the core of the earth
that is why it is called hell
hell…burning fire 
heaven…eternal freedom
these are great metaphoric truths
it is a real truth !
not only metaphoric
even geographical
try to understand what am i saying
these are real truths
hell is below and heaven is above

all the people who are creative 
are all dancing in a certain realm
that is why you meet a certain kind of person
and something connects you to that person
because you are in the same space…the same height
that is how the buddhafield works
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what they call the sushumna…a ray of light
the buddha gives you that ray of light
and you are free
it may take you one life or two lives or three lives
to understand that light was given to you
but one day…the day will come
when you will realize somebody…very compassionately 
created that first ray of light in you

the master has always been watching you 
slowly slowly climbing and reaching the mountain peak
your journey is two hundred miles up in the air
you cannot take anything there
you have to be weightless…no gravity
the whole body has to become light
no weight…no shadow…vertical… 
and you shoot into the sky

that is why the kundalini experience is very dangerous
it simply passes like a bullet into the sky
the whole sky simply opens
and you escape the gravitational force
it is a vast pull upwards
many peoples skull simply bursts

when you meet people of higher consciousness
you are connecting to their height of consciousness
something pulls you into their heights
there are layers of consciousness
just like the stratosphere
you live in seven planes of existence
these are planes…spaces…
these are all truths

the moment you see from a certain height 
your perception changes
because there is no gravity to bind you to the body
you are looking from an unbounded space
that is why consciousness can see from an unbounded space
and the higher you go you meet different beings of light
and they become part of your collective field

where a man like osho or an enlightened buddha speaks
he is connecting you to that body of light at a certain height
all he can do is to open a single ray and connect it to you 
so that slowly slowly you are fed with light
like a tube and you are pulled higher and higher and higher

the moment you meet a master
the only thing he can do 
is to connect you to your highest source 
to your zero
one beam of light is given to you as a gift
and something tremendously precious is flowing down that umbilical cord
and from that day onwards 
you are spiritually connected to the highest possibility

now it is up to you to keep it alive
creating that tunnel into the sky
you understand ?
it is like a ray of light
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you have to be so still
just the very crown centre 
aligned vertically zero upwards
and you pass through

it needs the perfect balance
the shushumna will shoot into the sky
and the lotus will open
no mind…no movement…utter stillness 
vertical…no gravity 
and you are free

and the moment you are free your inner lotus opens 
and it starts collecting cosmic energy
it is like an open hand
high in the sky gathering all the cosmic energy
tunnelling it through to body into the earth

here i can speak openly
we have been travelling so far
only friends are gathered here
after a long time i am speaking about this experience 
i did not have often the opportunity to speak about the inner science 
it only happens when i am speaking to friends

first dance celebrate and enjoy
there are many hidden treasures
and yet…a simple understanding
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this silence
everything becomes still and stopped 
this is all that remains
everything will be gone
and what remains is a pure silence
everything is going to disappear

carry this fragrance of stillness and silence in your life
you already know the taste 
this will be your home
to become deeply acquainted with this silence and stillness
is the whole process of the inner search
the whole journey is to fall in tune with this state
so that when this body mind emotion drops
you are full of emptiness 

this nothingness is full of celebration
there is only one way to know this nothingness
it is not the silence of a graveyard
but a totality of dance and celebration

the only way is to dance it and live it
and to drink it so deeply that when you fall and are no more
you will understand this invisible presence
it is immaterial 
it is so subtle 
no weight…no gravity 

yucatan
chichen itza

28 may 2010
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where is it ? search in…
go in and see where it abides
when we are separate 
feel that invisible nourishment you have been tuning into 
it is not me
i am just an excuse reminding you of you
your silent presence

the moment you feel your inner space
it has connected you to all the seekers in the world
to this beautiful buddhafield of our beloved master osho
it connects you to millions of sannyasins who are in the world
and to all the seekers of truth in all forms
just one universal language…the language of deep silence
and suddenly the whole world comes to you
it is the greatest bridge to the unknown

suddenly that emptiness will become so filled…so alive
that will become the new reality
and that whole weight of body mind emotion
will become so heavy you will simply drop

these wings need freedom of weightlessness
the body is so heavy
mind is so much weight 
that you are tired carrying this baggage everywhere
and how long will you carry this baggage ?
how you will fly into the weightless space or expanded consciousness ?
your wings need no weight
silence carries nothing but an expanded state
this is why we seek silence
because in that silence one disappears
all that weight is a nightmare

soon we will not be close to each other physically anymore
but these silent moments that we have shared 
this stillness that we have gathered 
the moment you become silent
you will feel the presence of these beautiful days

each days celebration is gathered around you
that is the only treasure you are searching 
and you may not know it 
but it is gathered around you like dust…like mist
it will take time to settle deeper and deeper
you will feel it in those moments 
when you are not knowing what happened
just taking a walk…feeling the breeze
and suddenly it will be present…

in those moments looking at a flower 
something will touch you so deep it will awaken the mystic in you
you have been gathering this treasure slowly slowly 
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you can feel your pain 
why can you not feel the pain in anybody you meet ?
we are all human
know yourself deeply 
the first thing that awakens in you is compassion
it is not judging the other that he is weak
that something is missing in him
but seeing the other persons beauty
and something hidden within
waiting to be awakened…waiting for love 

just share love
and you will see their eyes are responding
their whole being responds
you are searching freedom 
and truth is the ultimate freedom
live in freedom and allow the others total freedom
freedom is important to you
so allow the other to be free
what you want for yourself give it to the other…

sannyasins need to learn how to share
it is not about yourself
it is about you spreading into everybody
and remember again everybody is a sannyasin
you see how many people have joined here ?
each one of you has a big heart to share
see what is possible with sharing
in total freedom for the other

allow the others to be the way they are
let them take their time to grow
they are afraid of love
give them time to absorb it
love is so difficult to absorb

it becomes more present when you are celebrating and dancing
it becomes more present when you are sharing it with your friends
it becomes more present when you give it as a gift to whosoever you meet

this is the journey of sannyas
remembering your silent stillness 
sharing your love to each and everyone you meet
that is in your hands and each person is a sannyasin
each person is seeking

do not be miserly 
the moment you will share your love with strangers
you will open your heart and they will wonder 
what you are giving me so silently ?
and they will come to you
they all thirsty and hungry

so take home this beautiful understanding 
whenever you meet somebody 
share your deepest stillness and silence as a radiation 
sharing your love you will grow 
it is all about your growth
and what you do with this life

we are very few people in this world
each one has to contribute 
and share their celebration and love
you will grow…the other will grow
and life is all about growth
understand the beauty in you 
and the light in you
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how can you connect to the universe  
when you cannot connect with human beings ?
it is difficult
but if you have love in you 
you will definitely share with everybody

let us take the lesson from here
live silently and still
and share whatsoever you can 
everyday make it a point to share silence

breathe the person in…give him your love
just take the whole person into your heart
and send him your love
receive the person totally and give totally
just receive and accept the person as he is 
with no judgement
and give him your wholeness…your love 

you can do this simple experiment 
whenever you pass somebody
just greet the person  
take him into your heart 
and breathe out… send peace to this person
just try and your heart will expand 
it will spread
and you can drink any poison…anything that is dark
and transform it into light through your heart
so simple

you have been hurt so many times
that when you receive love you close
allow the others space and time to accept your love
be gentle with whomsoever you meet
and be gentle with yourself

be gentle with yourself 
and stop judging yourself
you are just the way you are
you need time to grow 
and that is why we are in this journey of life
by accepting yourself 
you learn to accept the others too
never judge your weaknesses
feel your strengths
see the others strengths too
and ignore their weaknesses
the strength is so strong 
that the weaknesses disappear like shadows

if each day you see what you can do for the other 
that would be the greatest meditation
just one act of kindness 
and slowly slowly you will feel such a beauty
it is not holier than thou
it is simply the way you live
and your life will become so beautiful
because everyday you will feel i can offer something for someone

just give somebody a hug…a smile
and that will be a deep meditation
how to touch human beings ?
how to connect to them ?
that is the real test
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in that deepest silence you are no more 
when everything is gone there is an explosion of love
your very core…the very pulse of life
life itself is love
it is such a motherly gesture 
it creates out of so much abundance of love
it can create a vast universe
expanding with nothing to stop it

keep expanding and expanding that heartbeat 
into such a beauty
the whole core of it 
the very pulse of it
the very essence of it is pure love 
and that is you in your essential self

there is no other word for life
the closest is love 
because love shares
it cares…it creates…it nourishes
it expands…it shelters…it protects
it is such a phenomenon
it is so vast !
love has so many qualities and the greatest is creation
it simply creates out of its abundance

what it is ?
i hope they never find out 
i hope they never find out what is love
just disappear deeper and deeper into these states 
the moment you have no answer but a new mystery
and your eyes are filled with wonder and tears
you are coming closer to the answer

these are the gentle experiments
how to bridge to others through the heart 
and create stillness and silence for the other
then you can be anywhere you want
you will not feel any distance anywhere 
and the moment you will tap into this silence 
everything will come to help you

you can try this experiment when i am gone
distance makes the heart fonder 
your love will spread deeper 
and the more distance the love will expand more
i never say bye to anybody…i always say hello
no goodbye from me…only hello

anybody wants to say anything or ask anything ?

question     what is love ?

what is love ? who cares ?
drown into it…

love is getting lost 
being drowned…no answers…
answers are too heavy for the wings of love
you are flying in the sky !
who cares ?
just fly and be drowned into it 
higher and higher…become totally drunk
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the whole sky is dancing 
everything is in the rhythm 
it has a particular rhythm
and when you will disappear you will see
this existence is a celebration 

that is why in east we call it leela
just a pure celebration !
you need to disappear
and you will see that you are no more
beings of light are moving you
the body has disappeared and is connected to the universe 

the moment you are flooded with tears of joy 
and everything explodes into light
you have known it 
and then whoever will ask you…what is it ?
perhaps your tears may answer 
your dance may answer
your silence may answer
but you will not know what it is 

question      you talked about dancing… 
could it be anywhere with anyone or by our own self ?

anywhere everywhere !
anything anyhow !
just dance !
just dance with the breeze…with the stars 
with the moon…with the sun…with the trees
it is so infectious !
dance with the bamboos
with the trees in the rain 

have you seen the mystics when they reach ?
they simply go into a dance
they are not dancing anymore
they have gone into the dance and only the dance remains

you are not dancing with anybody
there is no other 
there is no them and you
it is not you who is dancing with the trees and the sun and the moon
when you are dancing the whole existence is dancing 
because you have disappeared 
and your dance is waving the whole sky
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dance is just the outer…the outer tornado
the inner is a pure stillness
you have found the centre of the cyclone
that is why stillness is very important 
dance…dance…dance…but stop
find the centre of the cyclone
it is like whirling 

when you are whirling…whirling…whirling 
your whole body is moving outwards
rushing in all directions creating a centrifugal force 
the centrifugal force is going deeper and deeper into the earth
and stretching you higher and higher and higher into the sky
and your dance is taking you outer and outer and outer
and the centre of gravity is taking you inner and inner and inner
that is whirling… 

how to find the centre of the cyclone ?
the power of the tornado is not from the outer
if it was it will lose its energy very quickly
the power of the tornado is its vertical centre that is silent
it is going against gravity…it is an antiforce
the antiforce is propelling the outer body
and nothing breaks into it
it can be bigger and bigger and bigger and bigger
to stop the tornado something needs to make a break
and then the tornado loses its intensity

exactly like this is dance
dancing dancing dancing in the state of no mind
do not bring the mind in…it will lose the intensity
do not open the eyes…it will lose intensity
keep the eyes closed and continue…continue…continue
the tornado will become more and more powerful
this is how rumi became enlightened
just whirling…whirling…whirling 

the greatest state of ecstasy leads you to dance
the dance goes higher and higher and higher
even when everything comes to a stop
even in that ultimate stop there is a subtle dance
very cool…very still…

you know that you have come to the ultimate peak
you stand still…nothing moves 
but you will see the dance is happening 
you can see the dance of existence 
this pulse…this harmony… 
that is the ultimate dance 

when you disappear into a deep vertical stillness 
everything stops
and you see the dance of light
it is the easiest way to move on the inner journey
the most natural way to move in 
just dance 
move the body until you disappear
dance wherever you can
any place
make everybody dance wherever you go
you can create that waving dance in others too

i am just dancing everywhere i go
i have given up on all other methods
it is too much…a waste of time
but dance…everybody knows what dance is
that is the most universal language
to excite and awaken the kundalini and take it high
feel the peak and the only one secret is the stop
watch the silent pulse
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he was no more and the tornado within awakened him
because now he has gone into a new dimension
no mind no ego no thought

the only way is to reach the highest possible
reach the door and fall to the earth
this is how he became enlightened

you can dance your way to god
there is no other way but to dance your way to god
god is a dancer 
he is silent and cannot speak 
his power is his stillness 
his power is his silence 
dance dance dance dance
just keep dancing

anybody wants to say anything ?

( many people raise their hand )

oh my god…i am trying to make you give up…

question     what i should do from now on ?

nothing
what is there to do ? 
something special ?
have you not learnt yet to do nothing special ?

live your ordinary life in an extra ordinary way
live each day with a new quality of meditativeness
let love flow out of your hand 
in each and everything that you do
what more can you do ?

spread yourself into your day to day activity
silently watch the smallest actions that you do
the smallest action is so important
because that small action creates the subtlest in you
nobody wants to do small things consciously
they must do something very big consciously…no !

each small action…do it lovingly…totally…consciously
then you will not be doing it 
you will disappear in that act 
because you have done it totally
that totality made you disappear 
and that disappearance is the meditativeness in you

each act done totally and consciously
brings the buddha into you
that gesture of totality 
is not you…but the buddha 
do everything extra ordinarily
love your life so totally that you choose your actions consciously
life is short 
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you are king of your own kingdom
this is your kingdom…this is your temple
live in your temple like a priest

enlighten yourself 
you have enough light
spread it through your doors and your windows 
and soon your body will be your temple
and your whole life will become a prayerfulness

people will look at you 
are you praying all the time ?
such a prayerful mood
you have become a temple
and that is the only sign of enlightenment
it is not a discussion 
it is the life that you live
and it is easy to live totally
so simple

what to do ?
do not ask me 
i am doing nothing
i do not know what to do
i am just living 
what am i doing ?
nothing !
just my totality and my silence leads me forward
from silence to silence to silence
deepening…and the river will find the ocean

but you are very sincere
so i know your question has meaning for you 
you have the capacity
it is within your hands 
you are sincere
and i know you will listen

transform the qualities of everything that you do
because you have announced to the world 
that i am a buddha 
announce it…do not be afraid
simply say i am a buddha
i am on the way to my inner nature 
and i will live consciously
even if it looks stupid it does not matter
all others are looking stupid

just live totally…do fewer things
and live consciously 
and there is another beautiful thing than living consciously
live with your heart…
let all your actions come through your heart
and you will feel the flow of truth in everything you do

so there is nothing to be done
life is fun
just see every act i am doing 
i am enjoying so much
it is so fulfilling
who cares to do more ?

totality in each act is so fulfilling and rewarding 
that slowly slowly it becomes the way of life
it is the way of living your life with a declaration 
that i am a buddha 
and i will live my buddha nature 
and let the silence in me guide my actions
i will bring the best out of me for myself and for all i need 
live the best 
do not live second best 
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if your love is true 
and compassion is naturally flowing around you
nobody can take advantage
they will simply melt and disappear
they can never harm you
they will dissolve and fall at your feet
no harm will come 
just share

if somebody comes to take advantage 
i give them more
do not be afraid 
what will happen if somebody comes ?
let them come…look them in the eyes
and see who wins 
love always wins
it may not win immediately but that is the quality of love

it has patience
it can wait 
today my love did not work but tomorrow it may
keep pouring love unto the rock
keep pouring love
sooner or later it is going to melt
you simply be patient 

let them take advantage
they do not know what trouble is coming 
when they take advantage of love
it is not so easy to take advantage of truth
truth is the ultimate
you will have to surrender one day to it
it is just a matter of time
everything surrenders to truth
ultimate victory is of truth
it is never lost…never

the last one…otherwise i will sound like a lecturer

question     when sharing love and compassion and goodness
there are people who try to take advantage… 
what to do and how can i protect myself ?

love is not yours 
love is simply love
compassion is not yours to give
it is simply flowing 
share it…let it happen naturally
nobody will take advantage
i am not sharing my love to anybody
i am not sharing any compassion with anybody
i am simply not here 
it is happening on its own
that love is not mine
my name is not on it 
that this is the love of swami rajneesh 
and this is the compassion of swami rajneesh 

it is the abundance of nature flowing through me
let them take what they want
nobody is taking advantage of me
i am waiting 
come take advantage
existence is flowing its love unaddressed
i am watching its compassion move through this empty space
whosoever wants to take advantage please come
the closer they will come to take advantage of love and compassion
they will fall in love
you can take advantage of them
they cannot take advantage of you
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never has there been any loss
that is why we are still alive
truth is the ultimate victory 
and love and compassion is the way 
let them find their home into your heart

question     i want to say i love you…thank you and hello 

make your whole presence say this 
everything that you do…say this to everybody
that is your way
that is your beauty 
just radiate this pulse of love 
that is authenticity

and when you do your meditation and you laugh
everything is pulsating this message
you have to become a living message
wherever you go that pulsation has to be felt silently
and they will know yes yes yes
it is the sound of truth…the sound of yes
it has to be the pulsation and vibration
you have it so i can say it you
it is in total synchronicity with me
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